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Dear readers 

Welcome

We are very happy that since April we final-
ly have been able to enjoy more personal 
contacts and to exchange experiences directly 
with you. This once again shows how valuable 

personal contact is. And it also shows that we cannot solve 
everything digitally. This is why the terra HORSCH will con-
tinue to inform you about news from different continents 
– as usual in print.

During Covid 19 we often had the feeling that the world 
stopped, but it has developed further and even in a new way, 
with regard to several topics and possibly even outpaced 
itself. And we as a company but also as human beings now 
have to try to understand this world again.

After Brexit, the pandemic and now even the war between 
the Ukraine and Russia there are completely new challenges 
we would never have dreamt of 3 months ago.

We have seen quite a lot of things in our company histo-
ry, but so far never this frequently and to such an extent. 
Explosion of the energy and supplier prices, a general scarcity 
aof supplier parts, delivery chain problems… accompanied 
by a constantly increasing inflation. People have less and less 
money at their disposal, some are getting more and more 
afraid. But with all these turbulences we must not forget our 
most important issue which we bear responsibility for – with 
regard to the world population, but also with regard to our 
next generation: the climate. 

In this issue of terra HORSCH, we are talking about a lot of 
these current topics. Enjoy your reading.

Cordially,

Cornelia   Horsch
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News

Dialogue with the 
public pays off 

German agriculture in transition: Between security of supply, animal welfare and 
climate protection

Comment of Lea Fließ, managing director Forum Moderne Landwirtschaft

The agricultural sector is facing enormous challenges. 
It has to perform successfully in global competition 
and at the same time meet society’s desire for a more 
sustainable and environmentally sound subsistence 

strategy. For the civil public gets more and more interested 
in how food is grown and especially in how it is produced. 

TRANSFORMATION OF THE SECTOR AS A TASK 
OF SOCIETY AS A WHOLE
Farmers cannot handle the way to an environmentally sound, 
socially fair and economically sustainable agriculture, with at 
the same time strong production. At the moment, the agri-
cultural sector is making every effort to supply people with 
high-quality food. At the same time, the production of food 
gets more and more expensive because of the increasing 
energy prices and other operating costs. In this respect, we 
depend on the support of society – whether politicians or 
consumers. For the transformation of the sector is a task of 
society as a whole we all have to tackle. To do so an open 
dialogue at eye level is essential.

We, the Forum Moderne Landwirtschaft, have been con-
ducting this dialogue for years – whether via our social media 
channels on Facebook, Instagram, Youtube etc. or in a direct 
discusson in market squares or at the live-experience farm 
at the International Green Week. Our activities are centred 
around the AgrarScouts – 650 communication-oriented farm-
ers who give our sector a new face. 

CONSUMER MONITOR SHOWS MOOD OF 
SOCIETY
And our readiness to engage in dialogue pays off: the image of 
modern agriculture among consumers is assessed significantly 
more favourable today than two years ago. This trend is clearly 
shown in the Consumer Monitor Modern Agriculture that we 
have been publishing regularly for two years in co-operation 
with the pollsters from civey and the university Kiel.1

Especially topics like animal welfare or climate protection 
are noticed in a considerably more positive way when talking 
about modern agriculture. This positive trend is currently only 
disturbed by the agricultural-relevant political events that are 
discussed at length in the media.2

What is striking is the positive development that started 
in June 2021. At that time, the final report of the Future 

Commission Agriculture was passed and presented, too. In 
our opinion, an important reason for this positive trend is 
that the agricultural sector has not only shown its readiness 
for change with regard to sustainability but also sticks to this 
readiness for change and communicates it actively. 

INNOVATION AND DIGITALISATION AS 
IMPORTANT COMPANIONS OF THE TRANS-
FORMATION
But: although in the past 40 years modern agriculture devel-
oped into a high-tech sector where due to state-of-the-art 
technology more focus can be put on animal welfare, climate 
protection and sustainability, the Consumer Monitor shows 
that especially sectors like digitalisation and innovation are 
perceived negatively by the consumers. This is why in our 
opinion it is extremely important that our sector transports ex-
actly these topics and combines them with positive examples. 
Especially the topic innovation should be considered to have 
a wider range than mere digitalisation. What hides behind it, 
in fact is innovation as a mindset of farmers, detached from 
the mere agricultural engineering sector or the use of new 
technologies.  

1 Source: Verbrauchermonitor Moderne Landwirtschaft 2022
2 For example: June 2020: Corona outbreak at Tönnies; May and Octo-
ber 2021: Discussion about Farm-to-Fork strategy

AgrarScouts talking to visitors at the Berlin Food Week
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CATCH CROP CULTIVA-
TION WITH FINER AND 
CRUISER – A PRACTI-

CAL COMPARISON
What are the assets of the Finer with regard to catch crop cultivation?  
Where does the Cruiser lead the field? Both machines were put to the test.  
terra HORSCH talked to Josef Stangl, Michael Braun ( HORSCH) and Konrad  
Maier (consultant team Naturland) about the results. 

terra HORSCH: When was the practical test with the two 
machines carried out?
Konrad Maier: The test with the Finer SL and the Cruiser SL 
started on 28th March 2022. Because of the weather we had 
to start a little bit earlier than scheduled as according to the 
weather forecast it was going to rain within the next few days. 
This pass was the first one on these fields in 2022. The objec-
tive was to dry out the catch crops that had not completely 
died and at the same time to remove the weeds that had 
developed during the winter. As a catch crop we had sowed 
a mixture of phacelia and oil radish, but it had developed 
poorly. The result was that the guiding weeds chickweed and 
deadnettle as well as volunteer wheat were well established.    

What were the challenges? 
Josef Stangl: The catch crop that should actually have frozen 
off survived the mild winter. Frost susceptible catch crops are 

a challenge if they do not freeze off properly. You have to 
allow for one additional pass to fight it successfully. In some 
regions time often is running short for this cultivation step.

Moreover, because of the deeper cultivation last year the 
volunteer wheat germinated from different depths. This, too, 
made the cultivation more difficult. The germination depths 
ranged between two and six centimetres. However, if you 
want to cut shallowly in only one pass you have to find an 
even horizon for the vegetation that has to be cut. A levelled 
field would actually be a prerequisite. 

We had sown late in September. Therefore, in addition to 
the higher frost tolerance the population was not very lush. 
Spreading manure in spring left slight track depressions. The 
soil was very compact and slightly wavy. This is why it took 
us longer to adjust the machine.
Konrad Maier: Catch crops that freeze off safely are more 
and more becoming an issue. The main reason is that the 

The Cruiser was equipped with duck foot points  
and a RollFlex packer.
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incorporation in spring is very complex and intensive as time 
is short. Every pass wastes water which then is no longer 
available for the following crop. A well established and strong 
catch crop is essential as it freezes off more safely than a rather 
badly developed catch crop. The reason is that the glycol and 
sugar content in the biologically older plant is lower. They are 
the natural frost protection of the plant and thus it depends 
on them if a catch crop dies or not. To safely unroot the catch 
crop, the weeds and the volunteer crop in the first pass, we 
went for a slightly deeper cultivation at a depth of 5 cm. 
Two days later we spread liquid manure with StripTill. Three 
days after that we cultivated the field again with a harrow to 
remove the earth from the organic matter and its roots and 
place them on the surface to encourage the drying of the 
plant. We then sowed maize. 
Josef Stangl: This year, we increasingly noticed soils with 
structural problems. In light soils this isn’t a big problem but 
in heavy, clayey soils it is. With the rough clods you often need 
more passes to crush the large clods. And, of course, you 
have to worry if the maize can germinate and root properly. 

But eventually the maize simply has to be sown. During 
two weeks in April the conditions were relatively good. After 
heavy rainfalls it often still was too wet at the beginning of 
May.
Konrad Maier: I can only confirm the structural problems of 
the soil this year. On 13th April 2022, at a Naturland harrow 
event we harrowed several fields south of Regensburg. In the 
area below 10 cm the soils partly were very wet. This delayed 
warming and did not encourage the root development. The 
humidity in the subsoil contains a big risk of compaction dur-
ing the cultivation in spring. Especially with organic fertilisation 
the weights often are too high. Every farmer should check the 
moisture in the soil in advance. Our experiences with fields 
where the previous crop was grain maize were good. The 
conditions were almost optimum – loose, well aerated soils 
which were able to warm fast. 
Josef Stangl: For example, on the grain maize fields in 
Schwandorf we combined late last year, the yields were good. 
Accordingly, a lot of plant mass remained on the field. The 
whole winter there was straw on the topsoil layer and in spring 
we noticed how loose the soil was underneath. With the other 

mediocrely and badly developed catch crops, legumes or even 
after silage maize the soil in spring was not this loose. It was 
very compacted. Well, the soils are rather sandy where com-
paction, of course, is more intensive if they are not cultivated. 
But my theory is that because of the rainfalls in winter the soils 
were washed out superficially and lacked lime and the glue 
for the soil structure. It was very dry in the past two years. We 
kind of pulverised the soil during tillage. And the finer it was 
the more compacted and crusty it became. 

Can you already draw any conclusions from the previous 
observations?
Konrad Maier: We are wondering if there might have been 
alternatives. Maybe a deep loosening in autumn would have 
been more successful. I advised against a penetration deeper 
than 15 cm. The risk of creating large clods is too high as it 
is very difficult to crush them. We will keep an eye on the 
maize and observe its development. We hope that the roots 
of the maize will develop well and thus will quickly penetrate 
the compacted soil.
Josef Stangl: If there is rain, it will not be serious. With a 
certain humidity penetration and the corresponding swelling 
small disturbing layers are less dramatic for the emergence 
of maize. The problem only aggravates if it is very dry as the 
compact layer will become even more compact and solid and 
hardens. This might be problematic for the seedling and the 
germination roots. It would for example be interesting to take 
another look at the roots when the maize is in the five- to 
eight-leaf stage. Just dig to the topsoil and see if the roots 
perhaps mainly extend alongside the seed furrow and not 
evenly in all directions.
Konrad Maier: For us the soil is the basis. We attach major 
importance to a conserving cultivation. Only if we encourage 
the soil and maintain, even improve, its structure and humus 
content, we will be able to manage it in the long term. This 
year, we once again saw that there isn’t one single strategy for 
tillage. We have to remain open and flexible. In my opinion, 
this is very important. 
Michael Braun: Where we worked with the rotary harrow, 
the surface is very fine. But the question is: Do we have 
enough seed-soil contact especially for large seeds like soya? 

01
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News

Soya needs much water for germination. Safe emergence is 
not always a given. Moreover, you have to invest quite a lot 
with regard to the inoculation. And if you do not offer the bac-
terium an excellent habitat – and a dry soil isn’t a good habitat 
– you will give away part of the potential of the rhizobia. 
Konrad Maier: At our sites water supply in the germination 
stage is crucial. Especially for maize and soya, the demand 
for germination water is very high. If this demand cannot 
be covered, there will be gaps and the population will wash 
out irregularly which later on will be a problem for the tillage 
passes with hoe and harrow. For us, it was ideal to place the 
seed on the water-bearing layer. The water supply is guar-
anteed, and you can rather easily plan the population. The 
water-bearing layer mainly results from the rising capillary 
water. The deeper you cultivate the soil in spring, the deeper 
down moves the capillary layer. Thus, for us, a shallow tillage 
in spring is some kind of an insurance for a safe emergence. 
A depth of 6 cm is completely acceptable as the placement 
depth helps that we can light harrow the crop again before 
it breaks through the ground. The only disadvantage of a 
deep placement is that on our sites we have to keep up a soil 
temperature of 8° C – safely for ten days – to not overtax the 
reserves of the seedling. 

Michael Braun: As an alternative, you could consider to clear 
the furrow. Some of our customers do it. If the water is at 
8 cm, the seed is placed in the wet horizon and then is covered 
with 5 m of earth. In this case, mechanical population control 
has to be adapted to the surface layout. 
Josef Stangl: In case of populations with gaps there is the 
problem that other non-crop plants, too, find their way into 
these gaps. Therefore, in spring, two passes are often better 
than one for a better and more even emergence. In organic 
farming, this already is quite common. Because of the high 
fuel costs, it, of course, is quite tempting. But according to 
experience, farms that save on tillage have to use more chem-
ical products afterwards.

Whether Finer or Cruiser – both convinced to the same 
degree with regard to catch crop cultivation. The overlapping 
of the respective points, the perfect depth control of the tines 
and the exact adjustment of the machine were very important. 
Whereas the Cruiser with packer develops its potential with 
regard to stubble cultivation, distributes straw and makes 
seeds emerge, the Finer is ideal to keep the fields black and 
to fight persistent root weeds by means of the harrow. 

01 The Finer was equipped with duck foot 
points with an overlap of 5 cm. A double har-
row was mounted instead of the packer.

02 Michael Braun, Konrad Maier and Roman 
Scheller (f.l.t.r.) were satified with the weather 
conditions for the test.

03 Anton Feuerer (left) and Konrad Maier 
(right) compared how well both types of tines 
removed the earth from the roots of the catch 
crops.

02

03
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News

Teaching for practice
The Hochschule für angewandte Wissenschaften (University of Applied Sciences) 
Weihenstephan-Triesdorf – in short: HSWT – is located at two sites: the campus 
Weihenstephan in Freising as well as Triesdorf. Since his inauguration President 
Dr. Eric Veulliet has been tackling a lot of modifications so that the university 
becomes more visible on an international level and that the faculties close ranks. 
The research of the latter mainly is practical-related and thus, they deliver rele-
vant results for economy and industry.

KEY ASPECTS AND DIFFERENCES COMPARED 
TO TRADITIONAL UNIVERSITIES
The HSWT was founded in 1971 and celebrated its 50th 
birthday last year. It started as a technical college and today 
is a university of applied sciences which is well on the way to 
international visibility and attractiveness. “We are well set and 
we are in the process of becoming a state-of-the-art university 
with all the trimmings. In a branding process we also defined 
a new claim. “Applied Sciences for Life” now also is our new 
mission statement. So far it had been “Green, innovative, 
practical”.”

This new claim puts it in a nutshell: the HSWT dedicates 
itself to the applied sciences for life. In the seven faculties, 
among others biotechnology, bioinformatics, nutrition tech-
nology, sustainable agricultural and energy systems, agricul-
ture etc. are taught and researched.

The main task, however, is not the mere basic research 
and the currency of success are not only publications. The 
focus of the HSWT rather is on the benefit for the region, 
for society as well as for industry and economy. These also 
are the main differences compared to traditional universities. 
Another difference for example is the duration of the bach-
elor programs. At the HSWT, they take seven semesters, at 
traditional universities it only takes six semesters to get the 
bachelor diploma. Eric Veulliet tells us why: “At the HSWT an 
internship in a company is obligatory to make sure that the 
students also experience the practical component. For the 
connection to economy and the corresponding exchange are 
important. It is what makes the difference, it is our central 
theme. The education of the graduates of the other universi-
ties is not worse, but different. It is more about the basics in 
the scientific and theoretical sector.”

The “for Life“ part of the claim is not only aimed at life-
long learning but also at learning for life, people and nature. 
According to Veulliet, continuing education is important for all 
categories, social classes and age groups. “We live and learn! 
Continuing education just is in the stage of the disruptive 
change, of digitalisation, internationalisation, probably of 
an adapted globalisation, a core element for the success of 
a region“. A continuing education beyond the professional 
training plays a major role. In the newly founded ZI (centre for 
continuing education) the HSWT offers programs with costs, 

e.g. a master program in animal health, that interested persons 
can pass part-time. It also is possible to get certificates. “Our 
team successively expands the offers in this sector. However, 
in addition to our public pillar, this is rather a private one. 
We organise continuing education programs that people can 

Personal data: Eric Veulliet
In autumn 2017, Dr. Eric Veulliet became president of the Univer-
sity of Applied Sciences Weihenstephan-Triesdorf and describes 
himself as a neo-Tyrolean-Franco-German. “Neo-Tyrolean as I have 
been living in Tyrol for exactly 20 years and I am half French and 
half German.”

After having finished his studies of geology in Würzburg and of 
hydrogeology in Karlsruhe where he also did his doctor’s degree, 
he joined an engineering company that worked in the sector of re-
mediation of contaminated sites and environmental remediation in 
1993. He worked in different companies, among others as project 
and division manager. 

“At that time, I was constantly away on business and partly I did 
not know in which town I was at the moment. Until it became 
too much. When in 2002 I was offered to build up a research cen-
tre for natural hazards and risk management in Innsbruck from 
scratch, I immediately accepted. I built up respectively headed the 
research centre for 15 years and then turned it into a centre for 
climate change and adaptation technologies.” The objective was 
to find solutions for the climate change to reduce its negative im-
pact by appropriate technologies. But the at that time lacking con-
sciousness for climate change in politics and society did not make 
things easy for Eric Veulliet. After 15 years, the funds for the re-
search centre were reduced severely. “We were way ahead of our 
time and simply had entered the market too early.” Shortly after 
that Eric Veulliet met a new challenge and in 2017 accepted the 
offer to become the president of the HSWT.
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attend as customers, among others in the sectors of digitalisa-
tion, management or agriculture, e.g. herd management etc.” 

SUSTAINABILITY AS A COMPASS
Sustainability is the big frame around everything that happens 
or is taught at the HSWT. “We are the university for applied 
sciences, for green technologies, climate change and sustain-
ability. Sustainability is our compass“. Eric Veulliet provides a 
very pictorial description for sustainability: he compares it to 
a tray with glasses on it. “Imaging you hold the tray on your 
hand. To keep it stable you have to hold it with at least three 
fingers. With only two fingers the whole matter will get very 
wobbly. And you would have to be an acrobat to hold and 
stabilise the tray with only one finger.”

He is talking about a three-column-principle respectively 
about the “Triple Bottom Line” approach. It says that sustain-
ability is the balance between ecological, economical and so-
ciety respectively social aspects. The pre-requisite is that there 
really are all three columns – and it is particularly important 
that they are in balance. Thus, the system remains stable. If you 
remove only one column, you cannot be successful, and you 
will end up with a pile of broken glass. “And if someone tells 
you about ecological sustainability, the person has not under-
stood anything at all. For sustainability is ecological per se”.

The HSWT is the first public university in Germany that 
is EMASplus certified. „EMASplus is based on the EMAS 
system (Eco Management and Audit Scheme) but adds social 
and economic aspects to the environmental management”, 
Eric Veulliet explains. Thus, in the past years the HSWT also 
developed into a climate change university. Approx. one 

third of 24 new research professorships focus on the topic 
agriculture and nutrition. If you consider climate change, 
nutrition, agriculture along the whole value chain, you will 
not get around the HSWT. “And this will be one of the new 
big key aspects: sustainability, climate change and nutrition 
along the whole value chain – from the field to the plate. I.e. 
it will include supply, food, nutrition, new food technology, 
new food systems and all the trimmings“.

NEW FOCUS AFRICA
Moreover, the HSWT has set another focus in Africa and has 
become involved in ten to eleven countries, among others 
in Kenya, Uganda, Senegal, Togo, Tunisia. In some of these 
countries the master program for example is adopted one-to-
one. Other nations, too, have adopted the HSWT programs 
– in English, German or French language, from Thailand to 
South America. A successful model based on the example of 
the HSWT that is already used by 30 universities and technical 
colleges all over the world. “In my opinion, Africa is the most 
important continent with the biggest potential in the coming 
years and decades where you can enter the market at all. 
Especially in the agricultural and the food sector.” 

However, the extremely high losses along the value chain 
are a big problem of the agricultural sector Africa. The theo-
retical part in training and studies still is too high. “We have 
partners, e.g. in Kenya, where there are students who study 
agriculture and leave the universities or technical colleges 
without ever having held a clod of earth in their hands. They 
have theoretical knowledge, but no practical experience at all. 
The postharvest losses alone amount to partly 40%. This is 

Visit at the test farm of the partner university Arsi in Ethiopia (2022)
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alarming. How can a country that has enormous production 
difficulties anyway, lose so much yield after the production?! It 
is about transport, logistics, storage, cooling, processing. And I 
do not talk about high-tech but rather of low-tech. This and a 
little training would make an enormous difference in Africa“.  

Something has to be done to make sure that Africa will 
become able to supply its people. “Agriculture respectively 
food production is the key – also for the development and 
for the protection of Europe. And from a political point of 
view. Everyone with an open eye for the future knows that 
the population of Africa which currently already amounts to 
more than one billion will at least double until the middle of 
the century and quadruple until the end of the century. In the 
context of the climate change, we are talking about more than 
100 million of people who might become climate refugees if 
they are no longer able to live in their own countries. Safe-
guarding the food supply in Africa is an essential point for all 
of us“. The export of know-how is part of it. It is important 
to also take the parts and economic partners along on the 
journey and to create connections.

The objective of the foundation of the HSWT International 
School is to train more international students in Triesdorf. They 
can for example study International Farm Management. Just 
under 300 international students are studying in the agricul-
tural sector of the HSWT. The objective is to help about 1,000 
international students per year to pass their exam – with the 
focus on Africa and Asia respectively Central Asia. “Unfortu-

nately, currently we do not yet know where we are going to 
accommodate them. We need an international hall. At the 
moment, we are looking for financers and people who support 
us with regard to building a hall with 200 rooms and beds. It 
will not be a problem to fill the programs. The demand for a 
practical, applied training in the agricultural and food sector 
is enormous all over the world”. 

CONNECTION TO ECONOMY AND TO  HORSCH
For a university to be practical and “applied“, it needs a 

close connection to companies. They are important partners 
especially along the value chain.

“On the one hand the companies, of course, want to 
remain on the market as well as recognise the market and 
get the appropriate people and human resources that are 
important to develop business in a national and international 
context. In my opinion,  HORSCH is a global player – without 
wanting to flatter them – a perfect medium-sized company 
that is optimally positioned and operates in exactly this seg-
ment respectively in this value chain. Specialised in one sector. 
And our graduates and our topics are a perfect match“. 

Cornelia  Horsch, too, is convinced that there is a benefit 
for both sides. She has been volunteering at the HSWT since 
2018 to encourage the exchange between research and 
teaching and the companies as well as to find new solutions 
together. “We as a family and as a company consider it to be 
a societal duty and responsibility to get involved in the edu-

News

The Salettl – the former garden casino of the Weihenstephan abbots – in the courtyard garden today is part of the campus of the University of Applied 
Sciences Weihenstephan-Triesdorf.
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cation and training of young people”, she emphasis. “And 
the topics that can be studied are directly linked to our sector. 
There always are well trained graduates from the universities 
and technical colleges who optimally fit into companies like 
ours. We do research with some professors and encourage 
the mutual exchange or give new impulses and ideas. The 
HSWT’s commitment in Africa also is very interesting for us 
a company – from an economic point of view but also with 
regard to the  HORSCH Foundation“. The university benefits 
from the requirements of the economy and thus can see where 
the developments are headed in the future. And the economy 
in turn benefits from the findings of science. 

Eric Veulliet, too, considers this symbiosis to be very im-
portant. “It strengthens Bavaria as a business, research and 
training location. This partnership is very important to with-
stand the national and international competition. Sometimes 
economy is faster than we are as the market or the world 
outside the university turns faster than the university itself. 
This mainly happens in processes of the disruptive change 
we are facing just now. We then have to take up the speed 
of the outside world. Sometimes it is the other way round”. 
His task as a president is to synchronise the speed between 
university and economy and to try to take everyone along in 
equal measure and to bear and support the changes. How 
fast these changes happen, also depends on the corporate 
culture and the socialisation in the company.

“In total, we now have more than 1,100 employees in-
cluding the visiting lecturers and more than 6,000 students. 
I.e. our system includes more than 7,000 people. It is hardly 
possible to move such a large number in one direction at the 
same time. It is a real challenge but it also is great fun“.

Where will the journey take us – also from a research 
point of view?

Before the end of the year the BayFIT, Centre for University 
and Sustainability Bavaria, will be founded based on the Ba-
varian network with the same name. This centre will provide 
all Bavarian universities with a central platform to integrate 
sustainability in teaching, research, knowledge transfer and 
the activities on the campus to an even greater extent.

In addition – also before the end of this year – the B.Life 
will be founded at the HSWT, a competence centre for climate 
change management with a focus on a sustainable use of land 
and resources. At the moment, Eric Veulliet is interviewing 
potential candidates to head this centre and finally get start-
ed. He already got the binding promise that he will get more 
resources for this sector (professorships, funding).

“I like to compare it with a washing machine full of colour-
ed laundry. During the washing process the laundry entangles. 
The university system is quite similar. The central university 
system which already is very complex and entangled in itself 
is influenced by different external drivers, i.e. internationali-
sation, globalisation, legal, financial and societal frame con-
ditions, climate change, sustainability, digitalisation, diversity 

and equality etc. They turn to the left, 
then to the right, once they turn fast-
er, then slower again. The challenge 
is that the university finds the right 
answer to these drivers – with regard 
to strength, orientation and success”. 

Thus, as a reaction to the chal-
lenge internationalisation for example 
the foundation of the HSWT Interna-
tional School and the topic Africa are 
pursued continuously to take applied, 
practical education abroad – according 
to the HSWT claim “Applied Sciences 
for Life”.  

Cornelia  Horsch started to volunteer 
at the HSWT in 2018.
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New developments in 
robotisation

 HORSCH has been pursuing topics like automation and robotisation for quite 
some time. Michael  Horsch tells us how the idea for the Gantry was born, how 
it develops further and where the journey will lead to. 

terra HORSCH: How did  HORSCH come up with the idea 
of the Gantry?
Michael  Horsch: We have been dealing with the aspects of 
automation and the construction of robots for farming for 
quite a long time. The trigger for the Gantry was a problem 
that mainly came from South America. For approx. five to six 
years, we have been selling our 18 metre Maestros over there, 
especially in Brazil, to large soya and maize farmers. These farms 
have understood how a reasonable cultivation strategy works 
on their sites, they seed directly and successfully manage catch 
crops. Thus, there are more humus and nutrients in the soil, 
and it can keep more water. Catch crops have become the key 
for progress in Brazil – especially the right catch crop mixtures, 
sown properly and at the right time. Thus, direct seeding works 
without tillage and loosening in the long term. Only on sandy 
soils do you have to loosen the soil additionally – a pass you can 
use in turn to place a fertiliser depot in deeper layers.

However, the problem of most of the farmers over there is 
that they do not get enough employees for the cultivation of 
their large fields. This is why they prefer to have one or two 
larger machines than several small ones. 

The requirement are machines with 24 m or even larger 
working widths. But from an engineering point of view there is 
a magical limit – 18 m. It still folds easily, the machine weight 
is relatively low and it is very stable. From 24 m, the machines 
become very heavy, and the weight is where you need it least 
– namely in the middle. To be able to cope with the powers 
during the folding process, this is where much stability and 
thus weight is required.

We focused on this problem and discussed what would 
make sense to prevent the machine from becoming too large 
and too heavy but still heavy enough for direct seeding and 
especially with a good distribution of the weight over the 
whole working width. This is why we came up with the idea 
of the Gantry. However, we did not invent it.  

Where does the idea for the Gantry originally come 
from? 
The idea for the Gantry already is about 40 years old. Since 
the beginning of the 80s, I have been following this develop-
ment in England, e.g. at the National College of Agricultural 
Engineering in Silsoe. Today, besides us, some companies deal 
with this idea – with quite interesting applications – and also 
with the aspect of automation.

Many manufacturers, universities and start-ups often focus 
on small, all-electrically driven robots. They mainly think of a 
use in clusters. There already are companies that commercialise 
it. We took a look a Farmdroid and we noticed that the people 
working there are very pragmatic young people who have an 
agricultural background. They tackle the subject with a very 
practical approach what, in my opinion, makes the whole 
thing feasible rather quickly. If you try to work theoretically 
and to realise things on small test fields, you will proceed 
much slower.

To begin with, we focused on large working width, fully 
automated sowing processes etc.

Especially large 12 and 18 m seed drills which fold to-
wards the front and have compact transport widths and large 
hoppers can be automated quite well. Of course, we have to 
continue to make tests and to develop ideas. 

In past years during which we carried out test runs with the 
robots, one of our first findings was that there are only little 
possible savings with regard to staff. The tasks only change 
when you do no longer sit in the cabin, but you have to check 
that the machine does what it is supposed to do and you 
permanently optimise the adjustments for an optimum work 
result – and all this often by simply running after the machine. 

What will it be like in the future?
We are proceeding quite fast, but there still is a lot of software 
work to do, e.g. with regard to track planning or surround-
ings detection. And there is a lot of know-how. But we are 
only proceeding this fast due to our test efforts in the field, 
especially on our own test farm AgroVation.

We already tackled the subject of Controlled Traffic Farm-
ing about twelve years ago. We wanted to see if you can get 
more efficiency out of the machines and if it has an effect on 
soils structure and thus on the yields if you make all passes on 
one fixed track and no longer drive over the rest. We learnt 
that this also was the first step towards robotics, that we have 
to plan the tracks and digitalise the fields.

From an agronomic point of view, however, Controlled 
Traffic did not achieve what we hoped for. At the harvest, 
it makes most sense to move the high loads on fixed tracks. 
Especially during the maize harvest, it often is wet and the 
wheat that is grown after the maize suffers. In this case, CTF 
is very advantageous. Now and then we noticed a few effects 
on heavy soils. If it was wet and in case of fixed tracks, there 

News
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01 The idea of the Gantry is almost forty 
years old. Michael  Horsch has been fol-
lowing the development already since the 
beginning of the 80s. 

02 Michael  Horsch

were small effects in the population development and in the 
yields in a one-digit percentile range.

What was also obvious: if tillage is exclusively been carried 
out with CTF, the soils inevitably become uneven. In Australia, 
where farmers have been working with direct seeding and 
CTF for years, the farmers made the same experiences. If you 
drive on the track in the same direction every year, the result 
are longitudinal and cross corrugations. And this affects till-
age and sowing quality as well as the operational speed for 
example when spraying. We also partly noticed that it is quite 
difficult to follow the soil with a combine if there is lodged 
grain. And in addition: If you drive in a fixed track, the track 
– no matter where it is – becomes a “dirt track”. Everyone 

knows what becomes of a dirt track after several years. There 
are potholes, it is uneven and especially if it is wet, it is very 
difficult to drive on. 

What does the  HORSCH Gantry solution look like? How 
did it develop further?
Our motivation was: We do not want to build another heavy 
machine that compacts the soil. We choose the Gantry way – 
with two wheels at the front, two at the rear and the frame is 
positioned between the wheels. In our case, the front axle is 
wider – it is based on a 12 m track. The rear axle is based on 
a 4 m track. The reason is that in this case it isn’t one single 
track that is always driven over twice. For if it is wet and you 

0201
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drive over the same track twice, even between the rows, you 
might cause quite a mess resulting in intense compactions. 

Last year around Christmas during Corona my brother 
and I again discussed this subject and suddenly we had the 
idea not to build a 24 m maize seed drill which with too small 
wheels and too much weight in the middle section would only 
be a bad compromise but to design the machine as a robot. 
This is how the Gantry idea was born – in a slightly modified 
form with the frame in the middle etc. At the beginning of 
January, we brought one of our engineers into the project to 
complete the design and to build the machine.  

What is the current state of affairs? Are there still any 
problems?
We are currently in the test stage. At the end of May, the 
Gantry was sent to Brazil to carry out tests on large fields. In 
Germany, the options for these tests are few – the Gantry is 
too wide and has no homologation for road service. 

What we are still working on is the software issue. It is 
quite easy to solve from a technical point of view. As always, 
the main work is carried out by the software. But there still is 
a long way to go until the sensor system makes the machine 
react fast enough, until everything does what it is supposed 
to do. 

What is again and again proven during the field tests 
is that you can achieve a significantly higher efficiency and 
work quality if you do without a cabin. The cabin sometimes 
is diverted from its intended use to take a little rest. 

But the advantage also is that you gain a lot of installation 
space. Accessibility is improved considerably. You can access 
everything – even from below. The design of the frame, 
especially of the main frame, is simple, elegant and first and 
foremost particularly stable. This way, you can also build wider 
machines. With our concept, we could go to 30 or even 36 m. 

Due to the large hoppers, we generate a wider coverage, and 
we can place them where most of the weight is required. 

Of course, you will eventually reach a limit of what four 
wheels can carry. 40 to 50 t on the wheels will be critical, es-
pecially with regard to the turning process if the seed frame is 
lifted or in wet conditions. The whole machine almost weighs 
30 t, plus 10 to 15 t of seed – the weight quickly adds up. 
But still the concept is more manageable than a design with 
separate parts. When sowing directly, the weight has to be 
distributed evenly to where the row bodies are positioned, 
even right outside. The wider the machine is, the more difficult 
it is to put this into practice. 

Which sectors can be automated with such ideas?
With regard to automation, in my opinion it is important to 
tackle the topics that can most easily be put into practice, that 
have to do with sowing, plant protection, fertilisation and 
mechanical weed control. Tillage does not have top priority. 
It is not so complicated and is more or less carried out along-
side. To automate harvest processes, however, is extremely 
complicated. We are far from having a harvest machine drive 
on the field without a driver – no matter if it is a combine, 
a potato or a sugar beet harvester. In this sector, there are 
way too many influencing factors. Everyone who has ever 
threshed for example lodged grain with a combine knows 
what a challenge it is. 

News

 HORSCH, too, focuses on the concept of the Gantry and develops it further within the scope of automation and robotisation. 
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Practical experience

NEW WAYS IN 
FARMING

Marco  Horsch cultivates the fields of the family farm at Sitzenhof. To optimise 
the cultivation of his fields even further, he intensely deals with the conditions 
of the soil, tests new things and experiments to gather his own experiences. In 
issue 20/2020 we already described his alternative methods. Now read about his 
current experiences.

terra HORSCH: Which methods did you test this year and 
how did they work?
Marco  Horsch: In spring, I wanted to carry out my first tea 
measure, but I gave up as I noticed that it did not work with 
my kind of sprayer. A compost tea should not be spread with 
a track pressure of more than 3 bar. This would work with 
my boom but in front of the boom there was a pressure of 
more than 15 bar. So I have to adapt the technology before 
I continue. Otherwise, it does not make sense because the 
microorganism probably are already dead before they hit the 
soil and the plant. In the past years, I loosened my soil more 
deeply than before without mixing. I used my Terrano with less 
tines, but it was equipped with ULD coulters. I partly injected 
plant ferments and I also worked with sauerkraut juice. I have 
not yet achieved my final aim, but I can already see some first 
positive results.

Which changes do you notice? 
During a regenerative farming seminar we carried out a spade 
test. And it showed that the soil was perfectly crumbly in the 
spots where I injected the sauerkraut juice. Around these 
spots the soil was considerably harder. In theory, we assume 
that a good plant ferment is better than sauerkraut juice as 
it provides a larger variety of microorganism. You can buy 
compost teas and plant ferments, but they are really expensive, 
especially if you want to use them on large fields. This is why 
I tried to produce the ferment myself. Unfortunately, it did 
not work. Instead of a pleasant, earthy smell, it smelt ripe. I 
have not yet found out why. There probably was something 
in it that was not meant to be. I then bought ferment. The 
difference was obvious: even after a long period of rest it 
smelt pleasant. 

Marco  Horsch cultivates the arable land of the 
family farm at Sitzenhof.
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Practical experience

Moreover, this year, I tried to use a bacteria mixture. It 
was meant to generate up to 60 kg nitrogen in the wheat 
or cereal population. I used the mixture as I was told. But 
now I see that the wheat is starving. This means: The 60 kg 
nitrogen did not reach its destination. So I fertilised a second 
time with AHL.

What kind of bacteria mixture is it? How did you apply 
it?
I wanted bacteria that generate nitrogen from the air and from 
the soil – exposed nitrogen collectors – and make it available 
to the plants. In spring, I mixed it into the liquid manure and 
applied both together. The mixture is to be applied into the 
soil and this is how it works best. It even rained after the ap-
plication. Everything was in due proportion. But I cannot see 
any result. With maize I injected it into the soil underground 
– now I am waiting if I will see the difference. 

I then experimented with bacteria that are sprayed on the 
leaf and that are to create nitrogen on the leaf. But this did 
not show any effect. To prevent my barley from starvation, I 
had to fertilise again with AHL. There are lots where I treated 
one half with one kind of bacteria and the other half with the 
second version – this was as different as day and night. I learnt: 
It is not that easy. I may have made mistakes with regard to 
the application, or the climate may have played a role. Bacteria 
needs certain temperatures, certain humidity conditions and 
some need ultraviolet light. In retrospect, spring was rather 
suboptimal for my purpose. Now the climate conditions are 
better. It is warmer, wetter and there is more sunshine, i.e. the 
plants now can produce energy by means of photosynthesis. 
I am convinced that it will have a positive effect on the plant 
growth, the nutrient supply etc. if you encourage the biology 
in the soil. But it is difficult to find the right way. 

What about catch crops? 
I will continue to pursue the topic of catch crops, even if this 
year I suffered some severe setbacks. For example, I had a 
hibernating catch crop with little plant mass in spring. I let 
the larger catch crop mixture grow and wanted to cultivate 
the population two weeks before sowing maize. However, it 
was not that simple as the grass had generated a lot of root 
mass. This is good for the structure of the soil, but it makes 
it even more difficult to cultivate the population. First, I tried 
the compact disc harrow – it did not work at all. The rotary 
cultivator performed a little bit better. I finally had to wait 
for almost two weeks, make another pass with the compact 
disc harrow and the rotary cultivator to get the soil ready for 
sowing. For neighbouring farms, too, it was difficult to prepare 
the soil because it was very wet below but dry and cloddy on 
the surface. Some of my fields are rather stony and this made 
it even more difficult.

Next year I will probably grow a catch crop that freezes off 
and only grow hibernating catch crops on a small scale just to 
give it another try. For so far, I still do not have the appropriate 
technology. With the rotary cultivator it simply does not work. 
It remains to be seen how the hibernating catch crop affects 
the biology of the soil. I should perhaps have pursued my 
two-fold strategy more intensely to see a difference.

I want to continue but I have to act more specifically and 
first of all gather more experiences before I put it into practice 
on a larger scale. I probably will try to establish a catch crop 
even earlier after the cereals and before the spring crops to 
allow for a longer period of growth. 

2021 you applied an underseed in maize. How did you 
establish it and what was your objective?
I also applied it with the liquid manure tank. However, its 
emergence was not regular. There were quite a lot of plants 
in some spots and no plants at all in others. If we sow catch 
crops with our liquid manure co-operative, we suck in the 
seed continuously during the filling process. The slurry tanker 
of the contractor was not equipped with such a device, and I 
fed the seed via the dome. I believe that this is why it settled 
on top and was not distributed evenly. 

The population partly was very good but non-existent in 
some spots. My idea would be to improve the soil structure 
in a targeted way and to establish a hardy catch crop. I hardly 
see a positive effect in the grain maize population as there 
is all the straw that blocks growth. We mulched the straw 
but this in turn blocked the grass, too. Perhaps I should have 
applied the seed with a machine instead of the liquid manure 
technology. I will perhaps try this again on 2 to 3 ha.

01

02
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What are your plans with regard to rotation?
In general, my objective is to have a varied rotation – cereals, 
maize, soya, cereals, rape every five years. For it is important 
to include a certain share of spring crops and not too many 
cereals, especially because of the whole weed problems and 
illnesses etc. I think that with the varied rotation everything 
is a little bit easier with regard to weeds. Previously I had to 
fight quite a lot of grass, but this is no longer necessary, and 
the field doesn’t look worse.

What about soya?
I hope everything is well as I cultivated quite a lot of soya. 
Sowing did not work out as I imagined but if the result is ap-
proximately like last year I am satisfied. Last year, I harvested 
approx. 4 t of soya. There definitely is potential for soya in the 
rotation. And currently it is subsidised via the varied rotation 
with extensive legumes. Once this subsidy is cancelled, I do 
not know if I will continue to cultivate it. I have grown soya 
many times with a rather mediocre success. Last year, I had 
a rather large share of soya and a good yield with a positive 

result. The years before I simply grew soya as a test and the 
yields were disappointing with 2.5 to 3.0 tonnes.

Are you planning to test leaf fertilisers etc. in soya? 
Not yet. Last year I only sprayed herbicides and nothing 
else – no fungicides or insecticides. I will perhaps test some 
micronutrients. 

How many per cent of your fields did you examine 
intensely?
I examined the exchange capacity of all fields – as a mixed 
analysis for all my field types. And if I regard all the nutrients, I 
am not completely off the mark. I can still improve something 
but nothing essential.  For my large field, I sold CO2 certificates 
for the first time respectively I entered a partnership. I’ll wait 
and see what will come of it. I will only get the result in four 
to five years as the process takes a little bit longer. 

What is your summary?
My summary is that in the future I will not hurl myself this 
quickly into such a topic and I will rely more on my own gut 
feeling next year. So I did not achieve any big successes but I 
gathered a lot of experiences. Sometimes learning hurts! 

01 Marco  Horsch intensely focusses on the soils and likes to test new 
methods. 

02 Marco  Horsch working with a  HORSCH Terrano 3 FX. 

03 This year among others he dealt with bacteria mixtures that gener-
ate nitrogen from the air put it at the disposal of the plants.

03
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As Climate Evolves, So 
Do Farming Strategies

by Jeremy B Hughes,  HORSCH LLC

Climate change. These two words, when mentioned in conversation can inspire 
or enrage many opinions and emotions. Today’s information on climate change 
seems to mostly channel through media, movie stars, advocates, and the profi-
teers of fear. 

What we hear day after day is almost entirely 
negative: disaster, famine, collapse of society. 
What we don’t hear today is a common-sense 
conversation about climate change. Since our 

Earth was created, climate has been an ongoing evolution, 
even prior to humans. This is scientific fact. To what degree 
we as humans have on climate will continue to be an ongoing 
study. 

One question today that is rarely discussed: How does 
climate change have a positive effect? Are there examples 
where climatic change has changed crop rotations which has 
provided beneficial results? In this article, I am taking the re-
gional climatic evolution view of North Dakota, where I reside 
and where  Horsch USA is based. Also, note that I used the 
term climate evolution instead of climate change. The term 
climate change has been overused, overly made negative, and 
generates too much emotion.  

The northern plains of the US have been noted over the 
years as big wheat country. Here in North Dakota where our 
 Horsch Mapleton facility is located, the crop rotations for years 
have been based around wheat, pulse crops, oil seeds, root 
crops, and row crops. Today North Dakota ranks first in pro-
duction of non-oil sunflowers, edible beans, flax, oats, sugar 
beets, canola, spring wheat, and durum wheat in the USA. 
We also host major acres of oil sunflowers, potatoes, lentils, 
soybeans, and peas. Our cropping in the USA is very diverse. 
Ethanol production, potato processing, sugar beet processing, 
sunflower processing, cereal milling, along with an expansive 
logistics infrastructure, support our diverse cropping. 

FROM SOUTH TO NORTH
In 1998 I first came to North Dakota as a teenager working 
with a contract harvesting crew. In the US, every season hun-
dreds of contract harvesters begin in May harvesting wheat in 

Image1: Observed Number of Very Hot Days Image 2: Observed Number of Very Cold Days
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Texas and continue harvesting through late summer into west-
ern Canada; then returning to different areas of the states for 
fall harvest. This exodus of the Great American Wheat Harvest 
and custom harvesting as it’s known has been a tradition since 
its origins during WWII between 1939 and 1945.  When I look 
back at 1998 and my first time in North Dakota, the cropping 
system looked very different from today. Per the chart below, 
in 1998 the primary crop in North Dakota was wheat. For the 
most past, this was a spring planted wheat, along with durum 
and barley. North Dakota had the second largest wheat acres, 
with Kansas only having around 200,000 more acres. 

Up until the mid-1980’s, North Dakota had been a mostly 
arid climate. Consistent hot summers, low rainfall, cool nights, 
and often frigid winters. This supported a crop rotation of 
mostly cereal grain, some oilseeds, and sunflowers. Then in 
the late 1980’s to early 1990’s our climatic pattern in North 
Dakota began a shift. On average from the early 1990’s to 
present, we have experienced the following trend changes in 
comparison to the previous 100 years:
1. Reduction in extremely hot days (Image 1)
2. Consistent warm nights
3. Below average extreme cold days (Image 2)

4. Consistent above average rainfall (Image 3)
5. Increase in extreme precipitation events (Image 4)
 (Data from https://statesummaries.ncics.org/chapter/nd/ )

Taking into consideration these dynamics within the past 
30-40 years, the previous 100 years of climate evolution has 
gained North Dakota, on average, 30 additional growing 
days. Long term forecasts into the future tell us that North 
Dakota will continue to experience, on average, a continuation 
of increasing moisture with both snow and rain; along with 
additional growing days.

ROTATION CHANGED
So how have these trend shifts affected cropping in North 
Dakota? As the 1990’s entered into the new millennium, a 
shift in crop rotation was underway. In the early 2000’s one 
crop in particular began appearing in the northern plains: 
soybeans. In areas as far north as the 49th parallel, farmers 
started experimenting with soybeans. Genetics were improv-
ing, offering varieties suited for shorter growing seasons. 
The climate itself was more suited due to more moisture and 
growing days. Combine those dynamics with the region’s 
long summer daylight hours, the stage was set for a major 
shift in crop rotations. Areas of North Dakota where soybeans 
adapted, corn soon followed. 

Planted acres of soybeans in North Dakota grew at a steady 
pace through the early 2000’s and both soybeans and corn 
were proving to be viable with good yields. Then came the 
2010’s, which brought the highest grain prices seen in over a 
generation. With proven success of corn and soybeans in the 
region at high commodity prices, total acres planted went up 
dramatically for both crops. 

Today when I look back to my first times in North Dakota 
in 1998, I am amazed at the changes that have transpired 
in less than a generation. Since 1998, total soybean acres in 

Image 4: Observed Number of 2-Inch* Extreme Precipitation EventsImage 3: Observed Annual Precipitation
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North Dakota has increased close to five times; going from 1.5 
million acres to slightly over 7 million acres. Corn acres have 
increased four times in that same time frame; 1 million acres 
to 4 million acres. In 2021, North Dakota ranked #4 in total 
soybean acres in the USA. The only states with more acres are 
Iowa, Minnesota, and Illinois. 

Besides actual crop rotations, the climate evolution that 
helped advance row crop acres in the northern plains has also 
created other shifts in agriculture. Back in 1998, most of the 
logistics of grain handling was based on dryland wheat. The 
grain logistics system was based on average yields of 30-60+ 
bushels per acre pending area and the fact that wheat harvest 
being in late summer. Fertilizer usage, grain elevator storage, 
grain drying, trucking, harvesting equipment, railroad systems, 
and local grain processing was mostly based on this dynamic. 

DIFFERENT INFRASTRUCTURE
Now, let’s completely change the crop rotation now to include 
soybeans and corn. The logistics system that once was adapted 
towards 30-60 bushel per acre wheat now had to integrate 
fall harvest crops with higher yields per acre. Today corn 
yields of 150-200+ bushel per acre is achievable. Plus, 70% 
of the top three acreage crops are now harvested in fall. With 
this dynamic change, so changed the entire logistics system 
we have. During the late 2000’s into the 2010’s a massive 
infrastructure expansion occurred and is still ongoing today 
to accommodate these crop rotation changes. Grain storage 
volume on farm and at grain elevators continues to increase. 
Our farm and commercial grain drying capacity continues to 
increase. Railroad terminals have expanded for both outgo-
ing grain and incoming inputs like fertilizer. Fertility logistics 
have changed due to the increased need of NPK (nitrogen, 

phosphorus, and potassium), especially for corn. Machinery 
changes included row crop harvesting technology and more 
trucking capacity to 

HANDLE THE VOLUMES AT HARVEST. 
With higher yield crops not only in volume, but in revenue, 
also creates fast changes. Land values along with cash rent 
values increased rapidly. Farm income revenue has increased. 
Income revenue of ag businesses has increased. With growth 
of larger farms and ag businesses also came more employment 
opportunities and an overall economic growth for the state. 

With the changes in crop rotation also came a change 
in our business as  HORSCH here in North America. When I 
started with  HORSCH in 2006 our primary product was our 
Panther seeding system which were suited for the no-till 
farming techniques of the Dakotas, Montana, and Western 

Jeremy B Hughes, Product Manager at  HORSCH LLC in Mapleton, North 
Dakota

*1 Acre = 0.405 hectareshttps://www.agweb.com/news/crops/planting/where-did-acres-go-state-state-breakdown-usdas-prospective-planting-results 
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Canada. As the 2000’s transitioned into the 2010’s our mar-
kets began changing fast in these northern areas. With less 
emphasis on small grain acres and more emphasis on row 
crops, farmers were diversifying their farm machinery; and so 
changed our business. 

In 2008 we started working with Joker here in North 
America. Preliminary demonstrations and validation of the 
concept since the high-speed disc had never been seen in 
the USA. Our thoughts on where the first market would be 
included the corn belt and the central plains. But by 2010 
what we experienced was something totally different. As I had 
mentioned earlier, during these years we began experiencing 
more precipitation. Both in rain and snow, which leads to 
wet springs for planting. Here in North Dakota, where at that 
time, the western two thirds of the state was primarily no-till, 
now we had residue in fields. Combine that with wet springs 
and now we are growing other crops like corn that increase 
residue levels even more.

These combined dynamics set the stage for evolving the 
Joker product here in North America. With Joker soon came 
Maestro with first markets in the northern plains planting 
soybeans and corn. Within just a few short years, we were 
fully engaged in planting, seeding, and tillage which launched 
our business growth across North America. 

Given this article focuses on one region in the US and 
how climate evolution has made a key impact on our business 
of farming, the same can be said for other regions of North 
America. In the same time frame that we were experiencing 
these changes at home in North Dakota, there were other 
areas changing and evolving. Just to our north into Canada, 
were similar climate evolutions occurring including:
• Manitoba – In 2009, soybean acres were less than 

500,000 acres. By 2019 acres were at 3,000,000. 
• Western Canada – In 2017 canola acres exceeded wheat 

acres for the first time in history. Canola yield average for 
this region has over doubled in the past 20 years. 

• Saskatchewan – Increases in soybean and corn acres in 
the late 2010”s.

Even here in the USA we are seeing climate evolution continue 
to influence farming:
• California – Today there is a migration of people leaving 

California, including farmers moving their farms. Due to 
drought and increasing government regulations, many 
dairies have moved to Idaho, Texas, and other areas of 
the central US. The same dynamic is just now starting to 
be seen in vegetable production, which California leads 
the US output. 

• Idaho – 2021: More corn acres that potatoes. Influenced 
by increase in dairy herd numbers due to farm migrations 
out of California. 

• Corn Belt – Cover crops: As science suggests CO2 is a con-
tributor to climate change, incentive payment programs 
are now being offered to farmers for planting cover crops. 
Cover crops today in many areas including the Corn Belt 
are becoming part of the crop rotation. 

• High Plains – This region was known as the wheat belt for 
many years. The glory days of the Great American Wheat 
Harvest have forever changed. Today in Kansas, Texas, 

Nebraska, Colorado, and surrounding states, the fields 
once with amber waves of wheat now grow irrigated corn, 
forage, and sorghum. This transition was made possible 
by utilization of the Ogallala Aquifer, which sets beneath 
eight states and provides water for 27% of the total 
irrigated crop land in the nation. Today, there are serious 
conversations on the depletion of this water reserve, as 
water availability is reducing every year. 

REMAIN AGILE
Climate evolution has affects are farming around the world, 
yesterday, today, and into the future. There is positive experi-
ence in evolution that we have seen yet understand there are 
still areas where negative experience evolution is occurring. For 
here in North Dakota the climate evolution has had benefits in 
our agricultural economy. Yes, there have been changes in the 
way we farm. Changes in the crop rotations. Changes in our 
entire production, logistics, and processing system. However, 
as long as this world keeps turning, we will continue to see 
changes in all regions that are stimulated by climate evolution. 

Over the years of being with  Horsch, I have had the op-
portunity to travel all over North America; visiting farms and 
experiencing these changes, engaging in many conversations 
on the current and future state of agriculture domestically and 
globally. A dynamic I see ongoing on many successful, long 
term farming operations today is one high level approach: 
Agility. As the world climate evolves, we need to remain agile 
and ready to change for future success in farming.  

Ty Brown, farmer from Indiana:
Without a doubt, farmers in Indiana are witnessing climate evo-
lution first-hand.  It takes longer for spring warmth to arrive than 
the past.  In addition, our rainfall pattern is wetter in the spring 
combined with more extreme rainfall events.  On the bright side 
our 1st freeze usually comes later in the season.  Our biggest chal-
lenge is with the more extreme rainfall events and our rainfall 
events being more spread out.  We might get one month’s worth 
of rain in a two-day event and then no rain for another month.  To 
help adapt to these changing weather patterns intensive drain-
age systems are getting installed to help control water runoff.  In 
addition, our cropping practices need to be more resilient to pe-
riods of moisture extremes.  We have more total rainfall than any 
time of the past, but during the growing season our time between 
rainfall events has increased.  This means we need to hang on to 
every drop of water we can get.  We want our soils to act like a 
big sponge.  Cover crops, conservation tillage practices, biological 
farming and drainage systems are all playing a part as we adapt to 
climate evolution.  
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Employer branding
The world constantly develops further. A family company like  HORSCH, too, is 
marked by growth and change. In this respect, sustainability, social commitment 
and the satisfaction of the employees play a major role. To be able to continue 
to act according to their own mission statement,  HORSCH together with all the 
employees is working on it to remain successful. 

 HORSCH IS MORE THAN JUST TECHNOLOGY
Our mission statement reflects what  HORSCH as a company 
stands for: 

“The protection of the environment and healthy hu-
man beings are our top priority. Therefore, we develop 
technical and digital solutions for state-of-the-art, inno-
vative farming. Our actions are marked by our roots and 
are inspired by Christian values.”

This mission statement influences the organisation and the 
co-operation. It has been an important part of  HORSCH since 
its foundation. “In my opinion, this is what makes  HORSCH an 
attractive employer. It is the basis for the success of the com-
pany what is clearly proven by the strong growth of the past 
years”, Steffen Besserer, head of Corporate Culture points out. 

But a strong growth often is accompanied by a lot of 
changes. The number of employees increases, the tasks be-
come more complex and change. There are not only ad-
vantages if a company grows quickly and strongly. “It does 
something to a company. You notice that things that were 
quite easy with 200 employees suddenly become a challenge if 
there are approx. 2,700 employees. Among others, topics like 
communication and the transfer of knowledge. You cannot 
simply call a meeting, discuss and exchange with everyone“. 

Changes are not easy for you have to take the people 
along, inform and support them. The members of the manage-
ment, too, have to question themselves regularly. It suddenly 
becomes difficult to perceive tensions in the company and 
to work on them in an outcome-oriented way. The previous 
way of working simply reaches its limits and there is the risk 
of slowly veering away from the roots of the company. 

“We realised that we have to act, and we questioned our-
selves where we want to head. How do we want our company 
to be and how do we want to be perceived as an employer? 
Based on these questions we developed an objective. To facil-
itate the co-operation within the company, we want to trans-
form the way we organise ourselves, communicate and work 
together. Everyone is to contribute his assets. Thus, everyone 
will be able to use his potential to optimum capacity. This is 
why it is important to encourage and support the employees 
with regard to their own development”. 

Moreover, we want to reduce hierarchies. This is why 
the organisational structure of  HORSCH is changing into a 
network structure. “We want more common leadership and 
networks but also more self-responsibility and self-organisa-

tion. This is the only way to really use all these potentials“. 
It is important that people enjoy what they do, can be how 
they are, feel connected to the company and therefore work 
reliably, efficiently and in an entrepreneurial way. According 
to Steffen Besserer it is very important to reflect and ques-
tion oneself and to check where you stand and how you can 
achieve the objectives.

To successfully manage this transformation of the com-
pany,  HORSCH defined core elements for leadership and 
co-operation. They are to act as a guideline and are based on 
three columns: “supportive leadership”, “develop efficient 
teams” and “encourage personal development”. The whole 
concept is accompanied by functioning networks and a good 
communication. 

“We have to work on leadership, form efficient teams 
and encourage the personal development of all employees. 
However, we notice that this is not that simple. But we are 
convinced of our concept and we are intensely working on 
appropriate solutions – and on ourselves“. 

Steffen Besserer, head of Corporate Culture
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How do the employees experience the changes that take place at 
 HORSCH? Three colleagues tell us about their experiences.

Christian Kagerer has been working at 
 HORSCH for nine years in the electronics and 
software department at Sitzenhof:

“I started to work for  HORSCH immediately af-
ter my training as an industrial electronic for 
equipment engineering and my electrical and 
information engineering studies. This was in 
May 2013.

Since that time, the share of electronics and 
software has been increasing rapidly. At first, I 
wrote software for the self-propelled sprayers 
of our crop care range. I then was one of only 
three software engineers. Over the years, more 
and more developments were added, mainly 
in the seed drill sector. And I took on the tech-
nical responsibility for software and hardware. 
Now the coding of software is only one part 
of my job, the other part consists of design-
ing and planning individual software and soft-
ware systems. 

What I like best about  HORSCH is the positive 
atmosphere in the teams and the team spir-
it. You can rely on your colleagues, especial-
ly on those you have already been working 
with for years. I have made many friends and 
we also meet off the job. Moreover, we have 
much freedom with regard to autonomy and 
decisions in our daily work. If you cannot make 
a decision yourself, it only takes little time due 
to the flat hierarchies – often within hours or 
a few days. Especially the freedom, the inter-
esting and varied tasks, the great colleagues 
and also the proximity to my hometown are 
the reason why I like working for  HORSCH so 
much. 

The change of our company culture towards a 
network organisation is very innovative. With-
in the electronics department we have already 
been practising this on a smaller scale for quite 
some time. You know who to contact to initi-
ate a knowledge transfer about a certain top-
ic to use the knowledge that already is availa-
ble in the department. I am very curious to see 
how this will work in the whole company.

At the moment, the biggest challenge is to 
“juggle” all the projects that are going on at 
the same time without neglecting the quality 
or the flexibility for future extensions. Due to 
our considerable growth, there are quite a lot 
of new developments.”

Michael Dunz started to work for  HORSCH 
in September 2017. He is employed in the ser-
vice and parts department and as a first level 
support is responsible for the final customers 
and dealers:

“I learnt about  HORSCH from a previous col-
league. I originally come from the two-wheel 
sector. I did not know the company before, 
and I just wanted to take a look. When I came 
to Sitzenhof, I immediately was impressed.

At first, my task was to support the customers 
and dealers with regard to service questions 
about our products and machines – similar to 
a telephone and e-mail helpline. This changed 
gradually and my responsibilities increased. 
Now I am the direct contact for our dealers, 
i.e. my phone number is shown in the portal 
and they can make direct contact to get sup-
port. We manage these tasks in a team. And 
even though it mainly is me who is responsible 
for the telephone support, my other two first 
level colleagues support me actively. You can-
not handle all these inquiries alone. I also hold 
portal trainings etc. I enjoy my job very much 
and the team I work with is simply great. 

Since I have been working for  HORSCH, I also 
developed a great interest in agricultural top-
ics and particularly in the different machines. 
So many people at  HORSCH are so passion-
ate about these topics that you simply are car-
ried along. Despite the size you still feel that it 
is a family company. I very much like the work-
ing atmosphere and how people treat each 
other. And this makes work easier. Moreover, 
 HORSCH is a safe and sustainable employer – 
this was particularly obvious during the pan-
demic. What could be improved is the trans-
fer of knowledge between the departments 
respectively the documentation so that we 
could offer our customers an even better ser-
vice. We are very fast to develop new technol-
ogies and if there are any questions, we, of 
course, want to answer them adequately. But 
we have already initiated some processes, e.g. 
a ticket system or Confluence to document in-
formation.”

Mirko Krell has been working for  HORSCH 
in Ronneburg since 2015 and today is em-
ployed in the seed drill assembly department:

“I started to work in the production depart-
ment, became deputy head of the Pronto 3 
and 4 DC assembly line and then head of this 
line. When the assembly lines were merged, I 
became deputy head. Now I am the team lead-
er of the assembly line H at Ronneburg. 

Our new production hall now also includes a 
cafeteria. The working environment is state-
of-the-art and the co-operation with my col-
leagues is great. 

My tasks are very interesting, and it is great to 
see how the machines are constantly devel-
oped further. They are the basis for our food 
what becomes more and more important with 
regard to the current climate changes or the 
war in the Ukraine.

Working at  HORSCH is exciting, and it means 
to have a safe job.  HORSCH is an employer 
that is open to innovation and further devel-
opment and encourages the employees to ac-
tively contribute their ideas and put them into 
practice. 

But we have also reached a point where we 
have to become even more innovative – even 
the employees. Especially with regard to digi-
talisation, up to date ergometry and more au-
tomated tools. 

I attach great importance to an open commu-
nication, a close and intensive co-operation 
and the transfer of knowledge across all as-
sembly lines. There still is room for improve-
ment and we could co-operate even more 
closely with the designers and engineers. This 
would also facilitate the handling of the many 
different nationalities and the resulting lan-
guage barriers.” 
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 HorschConnect – 
advantages through 

digitalisation
Agricultural engineering gets more and more interconnected. Machines can 
be controlled with the smartphone. At  HORSCH, too, the developments with 
 HorschConnect are advancing. Read the interview to learn how it all started, 
what the current developments are and what the future will bring with regard to 
digitalisation and connectivity.

terra HORSCH: How did  HorschConnect start? What is 
 HORSCH’s idea behind it?
Matthias Spork: With  HorschConnect we pursue the vision 
to record and process telemetry data as well as to allow for 
controlling the machine via smartphone. We want to make 
 HorschConnect available on all our machines and create new 
digital options in agriculture. For our customers, we thus 
generate an additional benefit: from the current position 
and speed of the machine to detailed information like error 
messages.
Theo Leeb:  HorschConnect combines all developments and 
functions with regard to digitalisation, e.g. the  HorschConnect 
Telematics Portal or the MobileControl app. 
Theresa Schmidmeier: When we started the project, we our-
selves did not know what the result would be. Our focus was 
on creating a base for everyone with the objective to make 
the data exchange as efficient as possible, to facilitate work 
processes and to improve the flow of information. It turned 
out that especially in the digital sector you have to react very 
quickly and specifically as the different markets always have 
quite different requirements. A lot of our customers more and 
more want to monitor their working quality, others want an 
error control or a fleet management. In a world where we are 
used to have a vacuum cleaning robot work while we are at 
work and to control it via an app, our customers, too, want to 
control their machines via an app respectively the smartphone. 

Are there different groups of customers and what are 
the different requirements?
Matthias Spork: Yes, there are large farms with an increased 
focus on fleet management but also smaller farms that attach 
more importance to topics like automated documentation 
or traceability. With MobileControl our customers can quite 
concretely and immediately do something at their machine. 
 HorschConnect and Telematics has been optimised for custom-
ers with one machine as well as for large farms with several 
machines. And it works excellently. You don’t need an initial 

training. Telematics has been designed in such a way that you 
can get going immediately. In addition to the detailed data 
of the individual machines, the customers with ten or twenty 
machines also see the essential data at one glance by means 
for example of the fleet dashboards and thus profit from an 
enormous benefit.

What do the machines need to be able to use 
 HorschConnect? 
Matthias Spork: The basis is the connection to the internet 
via the so-called SmartCan. This hardware solution is mounted 
directly at the machine and can go online automatically via 
LTE. With a smartphone, too, you can quite simply connect 
to the WLAN hotspot and use MobileControl, i.e. near-field 
applications like for example calibration, nozzle test, row 
test etc. For Telematics, the customer can activate the ma-
chine with only a few steps himself, the dealer, of course, 

Theo Leeb
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can also support him in this respect. It’s only after that that 
position-related data are transferred to the  HORSCH servers 
and you can then use the automated documentation as well 
as analyse machine data and error messages. An integrated 
memory card guarantees that no data is lost if there once is 
no mobile network coverage.  

What is currently possible with  HorschConnect? For 
which machines is it available?
Matthias Spork:  HorschConnect is available for all our ma-
chine types – from seed drills and single grain seed drills to the 
crop care sprayers. A lot of machine types are equipped with 
it as standard, e.g. the self-propelled sprayers or the larger 
Maestros. For all other machines,  HorschConnect is available 
as an option, e.g for the Pronto or the Sprinter. Moreover, all 
features can be retrofitted to most of the machines. 

Theresa Schmidmeier: Currently we are a little bit Maes-
tro-heavy. But this is due to the fact that we started the devel-
opment of  HorschConnect with the Maestro. But by now the 
functions are available for all product families – whether the 
telemetry features or MobileControl. It definitely is a product 
that is relevant for all product ranges. The design is always 
the same, but the functions in the telemetry portal can differ 
depending on the type of machine and the software version. 
The functional range is complemented and developed further 
continuously. 

Some applications make sense for all product groups, e.g. 
the documentation of operational speeds or application rates 
as well as the visualisation of all (error) messages in the portal. 
Of course, the monitoring of the machine performance (e.g. 
hectare counter, operational hours and capacity utilisation), 
too, does not depend on the machine type.

But there also are individual functionalities for every ma-
chine sector: 

In the crop care sector, you can for example see the se-
lected nozzle profile and how the sprayer worked with which 
target area distance and within which pressure range. The 
nozzle status, too, is transferred into the map view, i.e. the 
active nozzles respectively errors that might currently occur 
at individual nozzles/sections.

For the Maestro range, in addition to the basic data, the 
singulation quality is particularly relevant to the user. Thus, 
by means of the telemetry portal he can retrace the variation 
coefficient of the machine respectively the share of gaps or 
double spots in a certain area of the field. 

In the tillage sector there already are first approaches, e.g. 
with regard to area calculation and detection. 

Due to different interfaces,  HorschConnect allows for a 
wide range of functions in the digitalisation sector, e.g. 
the control of the machine via app, the use of teleme-
try services or the integration into the existing system 
landscape. 
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Matthias Spork (left) is the project manager for the 
whole  HorschConnect sector, Theresa Schmidmeier 
(right) oversees the practical use.
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How does  HorschConnect Telematics work?
Theresa Schmidmeier:  HorschConnect Telematics allows for 
reviewing machine data and for analysing the data to record 
and adapt the work quality of the machine. Moreover, an 
automated documentation is possible. We work with farms 
that attach more importance to the performance of the ma-
chine as well as with farms with several machines that want 
to know what the machine currently does and how it works. 
What all have in common: they are demanding – and rightly 
so. And this is our basis for example in the service sector. We 
want to support our customers specifically and proactively, 
e.g. by a further analysis of error messages or by supporting 
them with regard to the configuration. We are also working 
on solutions where the service can access the terminal and the 
machine remotely. Thus, we can provide a targeted support.
Theo Leeb: The service topic is extremely important, and it is 
and will remain a quality characteristic. In my opinion, it is the 
key. Those who in addition to a good machine can provide 
the best service will make the deal. Basically, the technological 
possibilities increase rapidly. Just think of the most different 
sensor technologies, camera systems, artificial intelligence 
etc. I.e. the machines become more and more complex. The 
more important is a quick and straightforward support for our 
dealers and customers. To be able to guarantee an optimum 
service for the customer, it will one day be vital to have the 
option of a direct access to the machine and the machine 
data. I think that topics like service, connectivity, updateability, 
access to the machine are highly important to manage this 
complexity in the first place. 

Via the machine access we also can deploy updates to 
the machine. It is not necessary that one of our  HORSCH 
employees visits the customer and blocks the machine for 
three hours. It can simply be done overnight. 
Matthias Spork: Prospectively, the system has the big advan-
tage that our updates are carried out completely automatically. 
As soon as the machine is at work, the SmartCan is online and 
updates automatically via the internet. The MobileControl app 
is updated via the well-known Apple and Google app stores to 
make sure that everything works together in an optimum way. 

The machine is delivered with a SIM card – virtually “ready to 
use“. I.e. the customer does not have to bear any additional 
costs for this service. 

What about the access of machine data especially re-
garding the topic of data protection?
Theresa Schmidmeier: This is a topic we take very seriously. 
With regard to the question “Who sees what and at what 
time” we have a clear strategy: Only the service or sales part-
ners can review the machine data, if the customer has given 
his consent. At a certain point in time the customer explicitly 
has to confirm: “Yes, I want to use this system and I want 
that the data of the machine are transferred to  HORSCH via 
my account”. The direct communication with MobileControl 
or the app function etc., of course, also work without an 
activation. And the data is not personalised, i.e. several users 
can access the machine data. This is particularly interesting 
for farms with several employees.
Matthias Spork: This consent can be given via a form that 
the customer signs together with the sales contract at the 
dealer. If, at that time, the customer still is uncertain what 
to do or wants to get further information, the customer can 
create an account under portal.horsch.com and activate the 
machine via our portal and the terminal himself. In this case, 
he also has to tick the obligatory boxes and he can decide if 
the service partner will be allowed to access the data or not. 

It is only after this declaration of consent that the service 
partners can access the data of the machine. At the time of 
the machine activation the final customer can decide if the 
dealer will be allowed to see the machine data. 

01 With the MobileControl app, machine functions can com-
fortably be controlled via the smartphone.

02  HORSCH Telematics view – example: Maestro CV. 
 HorschConnect quite simply allows for acquiring information 
and for managing the machine fleet.

03 The hardware solution SmartCan is mounted directly at the 
machine and due to the GSM modem and a SIM card that is 
integrated ex works provides an internet connection.

01

03

02
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What is the benefit for the customer?
Theresa Schmidmeier: In addition to the functions we have 
already described, we are working on a lot of features our 
customers require. We will for example soon be able to send 
error messages as push notifications or provide field-specific 
key data. This helps to optimise processes or to increase 
efficiency as the displayed information is compressed to the 
essential or is sent directly to a smartphone. 

We also noticed that there are countries that attach even 
more attention to details than Germany. Especially with regard 
to topics like the burden of proof or automated documen-
tation for example in the crop care sector. This is the reason 
why a lot of customers want the sector of documentation or 
everything to do with office work to be automated and that 
some workload is taken off them to be able to concentrate 
on the actual work with the machine. We can facilitate work 
processes essentially and make the flow of information quicker 
and better. In the sector of error messages, too, we see an 
advantage for manufacturer and customer. No employee has 
to go to the customer to read out the error memory, and 
everyone can react proactively.
Theo Leeb: I t  is important that 
 HorschConnect in the future is also com-
patible with other systems to offer the 
customers an utmost benefit. This is our 
digital strategy. We deliberately do not 
want exclusivity, i.e. no isolated appli-
cation. The customers want to use the 
platform comprehensively and independ-
ent of a manufacturer. Our strategy is not 
to create dependency for our customers. 
On the contrary: It has been and it still 
is our deliberate decision to provide the 
customer with an added value which goes 
beyond any brand colour.
Theresa Schmidmeier: This is why the 
connection to the agrirouter as an inter-
face to other systems was a deliberate de-
cision. Thus, the data exchange between 
the platforms of different manufacturers 
becomes simple, safe and automated. The 
most important thing is that the customer 
keeps all data in hand. Via this system, 
application maps for example can be sent directly from the 
PC to the machine and back. I.e. we are completely autarkic 
from the hardware point of view when it comes to machine, 
tractor and other rigs. With regard to compatibility, interfaces 
etc. the more we enter into the market the more we notice 
that is important to have an open system and to give the 
customer the choice. 
Matthias Spork: This is where in 2022 our focus is on. 
For there are so many digital topics respectively software. 
 HorschConnect is another big step for our customers who 
already use digital systems and are digitally savvy. Also because 
it can easily be integrated into the already existing system 
landscape. 

But  HorschConnect is also ideal for farms that want to en-
ter the world of digitalisation. Due to the simple and intuitive 

handling, it offers utmost transparency and does not require 
any previous knowledge.
Theo Leeb: We as a company also use  HorschConnect. So we 
are professional users ourselves. At the beginning, we were 
really surprised which information we can get from the data – 
already in the prototype respectively in the development stage. 
There simply is an incredibly high potential in it. 

What about the costs?
Theresa Schmidmeier: Of course, the development of the 
system, i.e. hardware and software, costs money. But we 
also have running costs for data transfer and data storage. 
We want to make it as easy as possible for our customers 
and only offer one bundle. Moreover, the use of the online 
services for the first two years is included when purchasing a 
new machine. The SIM card is also included and there are no 
additional costs for mobile services.

Where will the journey with  HorschConnect be taking 
us? 

Theo Leeb: In the future, not only steel and 
iron but software and electronic topics will 
more and more make the difference with re-
gard to the quality of the machine. Let’s take 
a look beyond our own nose. In some sectors, 
it is common to place new functions at the 
disposal of the user in relatively short intervals 
overnight via an update “over the air”. This 
still is hard to imagine for the sector of agri-
cultural engineering as in this case a service 
specialist has to go to the machine to deploy 
an update. Given the large number of ma-
chines we think twice if and which machines 
have to be updated. With  HorschConnect 
the update will be carried out by the push of 
a button. This process changes the update 
frequency, and the costs are reduced, too. 
Another advantage is that in the future many 
features can be launched promptly and are 
then directly available for the machine and 
the customer. We do no longer accumulate 
everything until we visit the customer next 
time. Via the portal, it will also be possible 

to select the updates and features individually and to update 
them afterwards.
Matthias Spork: A lot of ideas for new functions develop 
while talking to our customers. One example is the possibility 
to plan the routes of the machines or the display of all error 
messages on the map. You can send your requirements and 
improvements any time to portal@horsch.com – we are look-
ing forward to every e-mail. 

You will find the  HORSCH Telematics Portal 
under: https://telematics.horsch.com

The Telemetry Portal is also avail-
able as an app.
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CLIMATE AND SUPPLY 
SITUATION

Corona bottlenecks and conflicts drive up the prices for food. In the past years, 
weather extremes have increased and intense heat, floods etc affect farming. 
But what is changing? How does the climate influence our yields? And what 
would have to change to avoid a situation where the supply with staple foods is 
reduced extremely? terra  HORSCH discussed this topic with Michael  Horsch and 
Frank Wechsung. 

terra HORSCH: Mister Wechsung, you have been working 
at the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research 
(PIK) since its foundation. What is your opinion about 
the climate changes of the past years?
Frank Wechsung: When we deal with climate change and 
climate impact, we actually often have long-term changes 
in mind that occur on average. This is what we understand 
by climate – beyond the weather. It is about the long-term, 
stable trends and they are accompanied by fluctuations which 
also manifest in to extremes. We also were surprised by what 
happened in the past four years. We did not expect three 
drought years in a row for Germany. So it is a rather special 
problem as probably there are phenomena hiding behind it 
which can be deduced from the climate models only with a lot 
of imagination. The concrete events in Central Europe were 
extremely surprising – with regard to the characteristics as well 
as to the actual appearance. But we now have to deal with it. 

What is giving us a hard time in the first instance is not 
this average physical phenomenon but the change of the 
circulation of the atmosphere. As the temperature gradients 
are shifting, e.g. between the polar regions and the central 
regions or the central regions and the tropics, the circulation 
systems are changing. West wind weather situations which 
normally very reliably bring rain to our regions, suddenly 
circulate differently. If there is a stable high above Germany, 
they are pushed towards the north for quite some time. This 
is intensified because the temperature gradient diminishes 
between the Arctic and the subtropics. This attenuation 
of the temperature gradient and of other gradients, also 
between land and water, might lead to an increased devel-
opment of the persistence of weather situations. At least 
this is the explanation we have so far. It is what causes our 
problems and what might also be relevant for other regions 
in the world.

Farmers more and more often complain about 
intense heat and long droughts that affect the yields 
considerably.
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Mister  Horsch, as a manufacturer of agricultural machin-
ery, do you also increasingly notice problems among the 
farmers caused by climatic changes?
Michael  Horsch: Yes, I do. I travel a lot in the arable farming 
regions of this world, among others in Brazil, the US, Eastern 
Europe, Australia etc. The farmers often tell me that they 
can no longer achieve the yields as they did before. They talk 
about intense heat, long droughts or heavy rainfalls that again 
and again drag down and affect the yields. I have been in the 
business for more than thirty years and for the past ten years 
I have been noticing these events to an increasing extent. We 
also more and more often experience this on our own farms in 
Europe. There are frequent dry or cold periods, heavy rainfall, 
heat or it is cloudy for a longer period of time – as it was the 
case last year in June and July. Because of the cloudy weather, 
there was no photosynthesis. We first thought that we would 
achieve top yields as there was enough rain throughout Europe 
but finally the harvest was below average. The war in the 
Ukraine only intensifies the problem of a worldwide shortage 
of cereals, but it is not the only reason. There are also the 
resistances caused by plant protection agents that prevent 
the yields from increasing. Only for maize and soya there has 
been breeding progress.

My subjective explanation is: the climate changes are not 
only a fact but from the point of view of staple food shortage 
they also advance faster than predicted. There have been heat 
waves and droughts before. But the accumulations succeed 
one another faster and also are more extreme. I am no weather 
expert. But this is what I have noticed on the fields all over the 
world during the past ten years. 

Can you confirm this, Mister Wechsung? Do these ex-
treme weather situations increase faster than imagined?
Frank Wechsung: At the PIK, several colleagues are dealing 
with these cumulative extremes. The increasing persistence of 

weather situations I have already mentioned plays a special 
role. In 2010, there was an extreme heat wave in Russia. The 
high-pressure area remained there for a very long time and 
prevented rainfall areas from approaching. The result were 
massive wildfires caused by heat and drought. In Pakistan, 
however, it did not stop raining and there were floods. A 
low-pressure area remained on site. One can assume that there 
is a trend for an increasing persistence of weather situations 
in some regions of the world, ours being among them. This 
does not mean that the weather will become drier or wetter 
but that if there is a high-pressure situation somewhere it will 
remain there for a very long time. We have seen this during 
the past three years. And the same is true for low-pressure 
situations. The flood in the valley of the Ahr, too, was predicted 
by this weather pattern. The whole month was characterised 
by an approaching flow from the southwest which again and 
again brought rain to this region. Mr  Horsch’s stories about 
the problems of the farmers also seem to reflect this. So far, 
it does not seem – and let‘s hope that it stays this way – that 
the pendulum swings in the one or in the other direction and 
that these three dry years announced that there will be a 
change towards a drier climate in Germany. But we probably 
have to reckon with an increasing persistence of wet and dry 
weather situations.

Will it become more difficult to feed the world popu-
lation because of these extreme weather phenomena?
Frank Wechsung: The crucial point probably are not only 
the extremes alone, but their persistence, i.e. the fact that we 
will have to struggle with drought for several years. The Aus-
tralians are quite experienced with handling long dry periods 
respectively with the alternation of dry and rain periods. In 
this respect, we can learn from them. The yield increase rate 
depends on the weather and the climate. I think the result 
of the climate fluctuation, the climate change can be that in 
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certain regions, especially if they become drier, the yield will 
decrease or stagnate. We will have to deal with this to an 
increasing extent. 
Michael  Horsch: 70% of our daily calorie requirement is 
covered only by cereals and oilseeds. Directly as we eat rice, 
wheat, bread, indirectly as we use it to feed our productive 
animals. This is what we have to be aware of. We have to 
change our eating habits and for example reduce the share 
of animal products in our food. Many of us think they could 
simply do a little bit of urban farming and eat more fruits 
and vegetables. But this will not solve the problem, especially 
in the third world. People there depend on cereals. If corn 
prices double or triple because of shortages etc., we have a 
problem! We depend on cereal crops to cover most of people’s 
energy requirement. Cereals can only be grown on fields, 
with a lot of sun for photosynthesis, enough water and mild 
temperature. If there is no balance, it will impair the amount 
of energy we produce.

When I meet farmers, we often discuss. A lot of them say 
that their yields stagnate or decrease. The breeding industry 
has already reacted with illness and heat resistant varieties. 

However, the yields at best remain on the same level. Another 
dilemma is that we only have about 1 billion ha of arable land 
worldwide which decreases every year. And a more intensive 
use of the land as we saw it in the past 20 years (e.g. in Russia 
or the Ukraine) as by now the farms are run on a high level. 
We also contributed to this fact. In other words: There simply 
are no more cereals to be expected like it has always been 
the case for example in the past 100 years when breeding, 
technology, the Haber-Bosch method, plant protection and 
training always more than compensated for the increasing 
demand for food. 

The increasing ecologisation, too, risks to reduce the 
yield even further. With regard to the climate changes and 
our environment, health and society we, of course, need a 
more ecological agriculture but only on one premise: We have 
to maintain the yields. This is the reason why we have been 
pushing the idea of hybrid farming for years.

So far, our agricultural policy believed that it did justice to 
the people. In my opinion, the politicians now are forced to 
face reality and to see to it that we do not only protect the 
environment but also have to feed the world. Because of the 
changes of the climate, the pandemic and now the war in the 
Ukraine it cannot be excluded that we are right in the middle 
of a shortage of staple food. In my opinion, this is what the 
signs indicate.
Frank Wechsung: Well, I think that this problem was never 
gone. We simply cherished the illusion – especially in the past 
thirty years – that we did no longer have to practice a planned 
storage like we did before. I would not talk about a new crisis, 
we simply have to return to a realistic assessment of the polit-
ical and climatic possibilities and guarantee a corresponding 
agricultural production at home. 

Is it possible to refill the grain stores and to straighten 
out the situation?
Michael  Horsch: I think that under the current circumstances 
it will be difficult to refill the supplies. Unless the climate means 
us well and there will be two years of plenty what cannot be 
excluded completely!?
Frank Wechsung: It is possible. But we have to set our heart 
on it. And it is important to fix a goal. And the incentive 
schemes have to make the efforts pay off.

Moreover, the politicians have got used to that fact that 
the agricultural sector has no problems to lay the table. At 
the beginning of the 90s, we had harvest supplies for 365 
days in our stores all over the world. Within the scope of 
a – say – strong orientation of the agricultural sector on effi-
ciency criteria this was reduced and the analogue storage in 
warehouses was replaced by a provision by means of financial 
instruments. This only works as long as everyone plays along. 
As soon as somewhere there is a problem with the supply 
situation, the first thing a country does is to impose an export 
ban or to introduce export taxes. This is why the EU as a large 
agricultural area, but Germany too, has to keep a certain 
degree of self-supply as a target criterion in mind. And it has 
to be safeguarded independent of any trends and booms. 
During the Covid 19 crisis this was discussed at length. We 
suddenly realized that we actually cannot simply outsource 

During his visits on farms all over the world, Michael  Horsch increasingly 
notices problems that are caused by the climate.
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everything as in this case we are no longer able to compensate 
for shortfalls in supply at short notice. All these discussions 
always took place against the background that we are dealing 
with a freely available sector. But this is not the case. There are 
frame conditions that have to be taken into account. Even if 
food prices were comparatively low in the past twenty, thirty 
years, the slightest disturbance may cause the whole system 
to explode. We are currently witnessing it. 

Let’s take the latest example: the three largest actors on 
the wheat market, Ukraine, Russia and India are still active in 
the agricultural market despite the crop failure in India and 
the war between Russia and the Ukraine and they export 
what they have to spare. And if they do not deliver, we will 
import from other countries. This is the idealised vision of the 
macroeconomists. But in reality, it does not work like this – at 
least not in a year’s time.

What would have to change to secure the future and 
the food?
Michael  Horsch: It is not so much about the fact that we 
won’t have anything to eat in the future, but we have to 
discuss what we are going to eat in the future. And we as 
the affluent world have to change our eating habits. I.e. the 
share of animal products in our food has to be reduced and 
the share of vegetable products has to increase. You now 
can, of course, discuss, by how many per cent. If this happens 
automatically now because the prices are going through the 
roof and the farmers will get 400, 500 Euros for one tonne 
of wheat and the price for a chicken or a pig will not simply 
be one Euro per kilo but two, three Euros, this might be the 

best way to solve this problem rather quickly. However, you 
have to remain alert. For if the crop price remains high, the 
people in the third world will have enormous problems to 
feed themselves. We absolutely have to see to it that we 
guarantee their supply and continue to support them so that 
these countries can expand their own food production.  

Since its foundation, Frank Wechsung has been working at the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK).

According to Michael 
 Horsch we should 

reduce the share of 
animal products in 
our food to secure 

the supply with 
staple foods for 

everyone.
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THE CONSEQUENCES 
OF THE WAR ON 

 HORSCH
The war in the Ukraine caught  HORSCH – like all of us – completely off guard 
and changed everything. In the interview with terra HORSCH Philipp  Horsch sum-
marises what happened in the first weeks after the outbreak of the war, how 
the employees and the company are and which consequences the war has on 
sales, production and costs. 

terra HORSCH:  HORSCH has a branch in the Ukraine. 
What was the situation like before the war started?
Philipp  Horsch:  HORSCH Ukraine was founded in 2009. 
Our new site we built and inaugurated last year, is located 
in Velyka Soltanivka near Kiev at the motorway to Odessa. 
Among others, there is a training centre where practical and 
theoretical trainings are held for our partners and dealers 
in the sales and service sector as well as the central spare 
parts warehouse. Moreover, there are demonstration fields, 
a marketing hall, conference and meeting rooms. The spare 
parts warehouse guarantees the spare parts supply for our 
customers and also allows for providing appropriate technical 
support. In the Ukraine, we employ approx. 28 people. But 
the war changed everything.

What has been changing since February? What was the 
situation like for  HORSCH as a company and as a family?
All of us were caught completely off guard. We did not 
expect at all that something like things would happen and 
thus, we were completely unprepared for this situation. The 

suffering of the people distresses us, it is a terrible situation. 
We are shocked and initially, we felt helpless. When I think 
back to the first half of March, it was one of the most difficult 
situations in the history of our company from an emotional 
point of view. During the first days we quickly had to take 
different decisions and we were under enormous strain. We 
mainly concerned ourselves with the question how we can 
accompany the  HORSCH employees and their families in the 
Ukraine as well as in Russia through this difficult time, how we 
can help the families and the people. But we also had to take 
economic decisions. It was almost impossible to make the right 
decision in such a situation. And it was not easy to balance 
the emotions that were involved. It was and still is a difficult 
and challenging time, especially as there often is no immediate 
answer to all the questions. From an organisational point of 
view, we very quickly took action to help in any possible ways.  

How did you support the employees of  HORSCH Ukraine 
and the people in the Ukraine in general?
Already in the first week of the war, we decided to make it 
possible for our female employees and their children and for 
the wives and children of our male employees to come to 
Germany if they wanted to. And most of them wanted to. 
Quite recently it seems that some of them want to return 
home as the situation in the Ukraine has calmed down a little 
bit, people feel more secure and want to take an active part 
in the reconstruction.

In addition, right in the first week after the outbreak of the 
war we organised the first aid supply deliveries for the Ukraine. 
But we would not have managed without the active support 
of all our employees, their families, friends, acquaintances, and 
our dealers on site. They all contributed ideas, accommodated 
people, organised further aid transports, donated money and 
launched an appeal for money.

The aid supplies were then distributed on site also with 
the help of our dealers. Moreover, we loaded the Ukrainian 
trucks that were in Schwandorf to load machines with aid 

Philipp   Horsch 
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supplies. So even though we were caught completely off 
guard, we were able to react and help very quickly. Since then, 
we have continuously been sending trucks with aid supplies 
to the Ukraine. 

Our Polish employees for example went to the border and 
picked up people. The Hungarian colleagues, too, organised 
busses to pick up the people at the border. Everyone contrib-
uted and closed ranks to make sure that together we were 
able to provide quick assistance.   

We also helped on site, and we also provided financial 
support. In the past three months, we spent high six-figure 
amounts. And we will continue. At the moment, we are 
sending supplies to the Ukraine every week.

The site of  HORSCH Ukraine is near Kiev. What is the 
situation like? What about the employees and the ma-
chines?
As I have already said, we were unprepared. And our site, too, 
was caught off guard – literally overnight. As we are located 
so close to Kiev, we started to empty the site and to take our 

material to a safe place. Also because we saw that the war 
was coming closer quickly. I.e. we took the machines to the 
west of the Ukraine, cleared the spare parts warehouse and 
stored the parts at our dealers. But it was already too late, and 
we had to stop to not jeopardise the safety of our employees 
on site. In the first weeks of the war, the site with quite a lot 
of material was sort of deserted. 

In the first weeks, all our employees stayed at home and 
partly and if possible worked from home. A lot of them came 
to Schwandorf. Some were involved in all kinds of measures to 
do with the war. A few weeks ago, the service, the spare part 
supply, farming etc. started to work on a kind of “normal” 
level – whatever normal means in the current situation. This 
also means that we deliver machines and spare parts to the 
Ukraine, but on a reduced level.

Does this mean that the farmers in the Ukraine continue 
to work in the fields?
The farmers in the Ukraine tried to work through the war. Of 
course, depending on what was possible and depending on 

01 All  HORSCH employees, their families and friends 
collected aid supplies, donated and helped.

02 Trucks that were there to load machines were 
loaded with aid supplies. 

03 Among the aid supplies also were medications 
and medical equipment, e.g. a VAC system for wound 
healing which is now used in the Truskavets hospital.

04 The first aid supply deliveries arrived in the 
Ukraine and were distributed to the people on site

01 03

04

02
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how close or how far they were from the acts of war. And 
we tried our best to accompany them. In this tense time, it 
is very important to keep up the production of food for we 
are heading towards a food crisis. We are becoming more 
than ever aware of this fact. But I see it as an opportunity to 
create a better awareness for agricultural topics in society and 
politics. It is important to see what food security means, how 
we come to grips with it, what we have to do for it or what 
we mustn’t do. We support the farmers with regard to sowing 
as this is where the main focus is on in spring.      

Moreover, our service is working. From this point of view 
the agricultural activities are in progress to some extent – ac-
cording to the situation. And, of course, not directly in the 
war zone. 

Which economic challenges caused by the war does 
 HORSCH have to cope with?
Among others, we had to decide how we deal with the sales 
that were planned for the Ukraine. The Ukraine is our second 
largest market after Germany. This is why the turnover is rather 
high. This was a dramatic change for us. We then decided to 
remove a substantial part of the planned Ukrainian sales that 
were scheduled for 2022 from our planning. The next chal-
lenge was to fill this gap. For the machines for the individual 
regions are quite specific – it is our DNA to develop and build 
region-specific machines.

We were only able to place part of the machines in our 
production program somewhere else. We had to remove 
the majority from the production plan and replace them 
by other products. Fortunately, the situation in the global 
agricultural markets is extremely positive. Farmers are buying 
everything the agricultural machinery industry worldwide is 
able to manufacture. Thus, we were able to compensate 
for the Ukrainian sales with other markets. If we consider 
the business year as a whole there will presumably be little 
negative impact with regard to sales. Always provided that 
we will get the material. 

Does this mean that the delivery chain situation is still 
tense? 
Yes! This is the other big international consequence and 
challenge. The delivery capacity suffers. We are grateful that 
our customers and dealers understand this situation, stand 
behind us and support us at the best.

The situation has already been very difficult because of the 
pandemic and with the war it all became even more difficult. 
Everyday parts purchasing is a big issue, we built up invento-
ry as machines cannot be finished and the production costs 
go through the roof and are no longer calculable. It is very 
difficult to look into the future and to see what the cost and 
margin situation will do to us. We try to keep up our margins 
to some degree. The only thing we can do is to co-operate 
with the suppliers and find out what we can do to keep the 
cost increases in check. And to increase the prices for the 
customers as moderately as possible. Thus, we can somewhat 
keep up the margins we need but we do not want to overact 
it. It really is a balancing act. 

In this context, it is difficult to say how such a year will end 
for it does not seem that the supply situation and the parts 
availability will improve. You cannot tell in advance how it will 
go on – everything is insecure. The workload in all departments 
is extremely high, the situation is very tense and very stressful 
for our employees and partners. But finally, we will cope with 
it together. We will finally find a way.

What are your hopes for the future? 
First of all, of course, that the war will end. And that we will 
get more stability in Europe again, that we have a peace 
guarantee in the Ukraine and in Europe. Then that all this 
will help that the costs for energy, raw materials etc. become 
normal again. It currently is very difficult to plan the costs as 
we cannot predict what will happen.

I really hope that the intense inflation which we today 
notice in all sectors will return to a normal level like we once 
knew it. Immediately before the war the steel price for exam-
ple stagnated and decreased slightly. Because of the war it 
went through the roof again. I do not know how long it will 
take but I hope that perhaps it will be faster than we believe. 
I also hope that the energy prices as well as the raw material 
prices will soon get back to normal again. In this case, we 
could take back the price increases. This is my respectively 
our big hope. Unfortunately, it is not yet foreseeable if and 
when this will happen. 

And it is important to us to prepare for the time after the 
war and actively support the reconstruction especially with our 
 HORSCH Foundation as well as to campaign for reconciliation 
among the people.  

The Ukrainian 
 HORSCH site near 
Kiev. Some weeks 
ago, our service 
and spare parts 
team started 
to work again 
to support the 
farmers.
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Already from a distance you can see a high silo tower 
in the valley of the Pulkau (northern Weinviertel, 
Lower Austria). Regarding its size it would actually 
be more in line with an agri-trade company or a 

co-operative. But it is part of Gut Hardegg, an agricultural farm 
that has been owned by the Hardegg family for more than 
ten generations. We have an appointment with Maximilian 
Hardegg and Christoph Hoß, the manager of the agricultural 
part of the farm. Maximilian Hardegg is quite well-known. 
He studied agricultural sciences at the TU Munich. He then 
worked in the economic sector and since 1995 he has been 
managing the family estate. He is a committed representative 
of his profession. Among others he was a member of the 
management board of the DLG (German Agricultural Society) 
as well as of the lobby of landowners on a European level.

“2022 is a turning point – a year of disruption“, Maximi-
lian Hardegg is convinced. “The war in the Ukraine questions 
our world order. It relentlessly uncovers the weaknesses and 
dependencies of our economic system – especially with regard 
to food. Already before the war, the world markets have 
been very tense regarding a lot of agricultural products. At 
the same time the fertiliser prices increased rapidly. Transport 
bottlenecks and cost increases exerted an immense pressure 
on the markets. All this led to insecurity among the farmers – 
the more so as the factors weather and climate, especially the 
risk of droughts, are also an important issue. Given that 30% 
of the worldwide quantity of wheat comes from Russia and 
the Ukraine alone and that there is the risk that this quantity 

will not be available at all, it is not clear at which scale the 
world market prices are going to develop. This is why I fear 
that there soon will be new trouble spots in Africa and the 
Middle East. Now we farmers can prove that we are able to 
influence the situation in a positive way. We can make our 
production more efficient, handle resources more carefully, 
rely more on rotation and recycling management and thus 
increase the yields. But we still have to pay attention to nature 
and biodiversity.“

WATER IS SCARCE
Gut Hardegg is divided into four branches:
• Agriculture / arable farming
• Forestry / hunt / landscape management
• Animal husbandry: pig breeding
• Viticulture (organic)
The area of holding amounts to well over 2,200 ha, 40 ha of 
it is renaturation land and 180 ha is biodiversity land. Moreo-
ver, there are 650 ha of forests and copse. Wine is grown on 
about 30 ha. A second part of the farm with about 400 ha 

is located south of Prague in the Czech 
Republic. Previously, it was run separately 
from there and by a third party but today 
the farm is managed from Austria. There 

is a basic mechanisation for tillage 
on site in the Czech Republic, for the 
remaining tasks the machines come 
from Austria. “It takes us about 5 h to 

Maximilian Hardegg (right) is 
talking to Christoph Hoß, the farm 
manager

Landscape  
designer

A large, modern agricultural farm and intact nature are no opposites – and Gut 
Hardegg located in the Weinviertel in Austria is an impressive proof of this state-
ment. terra HORSCH took a look around the estate.
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go there with a tractor. Most passes can be carried out during 
two long working days”, Christoph Hoß explains. “We have 
assigned one employee to deal with these fields.”

For two years, Christoph Hoß has been managing the 
agricultural farm at Gut Hardegg. Before he worked on several 
other large farms in Central and Eastern Europe. The require-
ment of his boss is clear: combine modern, state-of-the-art 
agriculture with environmental issues. This is why currently a 
lot of things are reorganised. One example is the use of the 
offset method when sowing. “There are two reasons“, the 

farm manager explains. “As we encourage the formation 
of capillaries for the autumn crops, we save water. In our 
continental climate, drought already is a big problem, but it 
will become even more important in the future. Already now 
we are irrigating about 1,000 ha of our land. It is a targeted 
measure in yield-reducing conditions to help to cope with this 
stress moment to prevent a premature maturation. The second 
reason is a work process-efficient one. Already in August, we 
can prepare the fields for sowing. And if tillage has already 
been completed previously, two employees can sow stress free 
with the  HORSCH Serto. In addition, with a working width 
of 10 m we were thus able to increase the hectare output to 
200 ha per day. And: The placement quality is better, too. In-
itial problems with regard to SectionControl and coulter pres-
sure were solved quickly. Now the performance is excellent!

The sowing density always is a matter of conviction. There 
are different opinions that range from 150 to 350 grains per 
m². I prefer a compact population right from the start that 
in spring already provides a certain protection. For the less 
plants there are per m2 the less they are able to protect each 
other. We are just carrying out internal tests to confirm this 
assumption.“

NEW SPRAYER
Logistics is another important topic. Huge quantities are 
moved not only during the harvest but also for fertilisation and 
crop care measures. “We are thinking about the introduction 
of a Shuttle system”, Christoph Hoß says. “The auger wagon, 
but especially the crop care sprayer and also the liquid manure 
tanker as a transport vehicle do not belong on the road. For 

01 02

03

Crops at Gut Hardegg

Crop Area 
(ha)

Share  
(%)

Average yield 
(kg/ha)

Winter wheat 713 33 7,000

Winter barley 241 11 8,500

Spelt, durum, rye 79 4 6,000

Spring oats 21 1 5,000

Grain maize 346 16 11,500

Sugar beet 64 3 100,000

Potato 100 5 55,000

Soya 78 4 3,500

Winter rape 159 7 3,800

Grain pea 35 2 4,000

Sunflower 125 6 3,800

Biodiversity fields 171 8 –

Fallow land 61 3 –

Source: Gut Hardegg, values rounded

01 “Lived biodiversity“ is the motto of Gut Hardegg. 
The creation and care of beetle banks, biodiversity areas 
and hedges are part of it.

02 Farm Manager Christoph Hoß (ri.) and Alexander 
Sterkl ( HORSCH) discuss the offset method and the 
 HORSCH Serto.

03 Potatoes are one of the main products. The farm is a 
McDonalds Flagship Farm.

04 Just under half of the fields are irrigated. 
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us, there will be a change in the plant protection sector for 
we are just waiting for the delivery of a self-propelled sprayer 
 HORSCH Leeb 6.300 VN and a  HORSCH Shuttle 8 000 L. This 
is an important investment as plant protection is one of our 
core competences. The plan is to have the sprayer work in 
two shifts from 4 a.m. to 9 p.m. It would then be used to its 
full capacity. The team, of course, has to co-operate well. The 
objective is 240 ha per day. With regard to our varied crops, I 
attach major importance to a good cleaning system. For it may 
be that the sprayer has to leave the maize to go into potatoes 
at short notice. Moreover, we work with AHL and, of course, 
the  HORSCH Leeb will be used for this, too.“

Some facts about the pig breeding branch of Gut Harde-
gg. Though it is not managed by Christoph Hoß, he still is an 
important interface. For 1/3 of the yields achieved by 300 ha 
of barley and 350 ha of maize are required to feed the pigs, 
among them 1,100 sows. The farm is a recognised breeding 
company and raises approx. 25,000 fattening piglets which 
partly are fed until slaughtering in the 6,500 own fattening 
places. “Pig breeding perfectly fits our farm. And I am par-
ticularly proud of the fact that already 
20 years ago, we started to rely on 
a species-appropriate keeping of the 
sows in groups”, Maximilian Hardegg 
says. “The cultivation of the fields and 
viticulture benefit enormously from the 
organic fertilising effect. In the field we 
also use separated liquid manure, but 
the best effect is achieved by incorpo-
rating it directly into the soil. For our 
viticulture branch we use straw and 
liquid manure to produce a high-qual-
ity compost which is ideal to encourage 
the formation of humus. In addition, 
pig keeping increases the added value 
to the whole farm by some per cent.”

LIVED VARIETY OF SPECIES
The motto of the agricultural production at Gut Hardegg 

that Maximilian Hardegg and his employees fixed together 
is: lived variety of species. “A sustainable agriculture needs 
field and singing birds, insects, small game and especially vital 
soils”, the agricultural engineer emphasizes. “And we do a 
lot in this respect. We work according to the 4-column model 
we developed.”
It consists of:
• Wildlife-friendly agriculture
• All-year feeding
• Valuable habitats
• Care of the habitat (by professional hunters)
“This is neither difficult nor expensive“, Maximilian Hardegg 
explains. “It is rather a question of attitude, awareness and 
the own access to nature. Wildlife-friendly agriculture is con-
siderate of the interests of the animals. The valuable habitats 
include field boundary and wildflower strips, specifically creat-
ed water holes, old river arms, copse and beetle banks. They 
have to be cared for by hunters. For this regulation guarantees 
a balance. We need all-year feeding because with modern 

farming only little harvest residues remain on the field. Each 
of these columns makes a difference. We often have to find 
compromises, but success comes from this combination.”

A tour on the farm shows a rare image: From an agro-
nomic point of view everything is immaculate. The populations 
look good and are regular. But there still is enough room 

for nature. And the most important 
point is: there are no solitary “token 
measures”. The biotops are linked with 
each other what due to the farm size 
even increases the effect. The hunt-
er is happy about the high pheasant 
population that is not due to the re-
lease of the animals into the natural 
environment – the population is com-
pletely natural. Maximilian Hardegg is 
even more proud of the singing birds: 
“Some time ago, we counted more 
than 70 different species in three days. 
This is an incorruptible proof that our 
concept works. At the moment we are 
working on a scientific project about 
the turtle dove (Streptopelia turtur). It 

is the “patron” of a lot of other bird species. During the past 
20 to 30 years the populations especially in Germany, Austria 
and Great Britain decreased dramatically: a decrease of 90%. 
In Austria, there only are 10,000 breeding pairs. 200 of them 
can be found at Gut Hardegg. And we are very proud of this. 
Thus, we can actively contribute to wildlife conservation. The 
next project will be to implant transmitters to the animals to 
accompany them on their way to the south.”

With all these efforts: Why not organic farming? Maximilian 
Hardegg’s opinion is clear: “Our farm is to contribute to feeding 
people. This is why we do not want to forego yields. Moreover, 
I as a farmer enjoy making the best of our scarce resources, 
especially with regard to rainfall. Organic farming does not 
provide any advantage for the work we do, not even in the 
market. Our value proposition is biodiversity. In my opinion, 
this clearly stands above the question “organic – not organic”. 
And biodiversity is clearly visible on the Gut Hardegg products. 
We are well established for example due to several wines and 
flour varieties as well as the honey from our own bee colonies. 
There still is potential for Gut Hardegg as society’s demand for 
an intact nature constantly grows.” 

Farm statistics Gut Hardegg
Farming: 2,200 ha

Viticulture: 30 ha

Forestry: 640 ha

Staff farming: 5 workers, 2 employees 
(total: 40)

Tractive power: 68 kW (93 hp)/100 ha

Harvest power: 34 kW (46 hp)/100 ha

Rainfall annual average: 480 mm

Rainfall vegetation period: 300 mm 
(62.5%)

Sunshine duration: 1,870 h/a

Temperatures annual average: 10.0 °C 
(extremes: -25 to +35 °C)

04
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Herbs for medicine and 
cosmetics according to 

organic standards
Zoltan Kurunci’s farm is located in the Banat region in the northern part of Ser-
bia, east of the river Tisa. The nearest largest city is Kikinda. This region has al-
ways been known for the cultivation of medicinal herbs. Zoltan Kurunci and his 
brother cultivate medicinal herbs like chamomile, mint or thyme organically. 

terra HORSCH: Since 2010 you have 
been working for  HORSCH as the 
responsible sales manager for Serbia, 
Croatia and Slovenia. How did you 
come up with the idea of cultivating 
medicinal herbs?
Zoltan Kurunci: About 10 years ago, I 
cultivated approx. 260 hectares of arable 
land. Most of it was leased from the gov-
ernment. I originally grew maize, wheat, 
barley and rape. However, within the 
scope of the so-called restitution process 
the Serbian government eventually de-
cided to return the land to the previous 
owners. Thus, I had less and less land to 
cultivate and I decided that I only wanted 
to work on my own land. I wanted to 
go back to the roots and thus, I quick-
ly came up with the idea of cultivating 
medicinal herbs. But only according to 
organic standards – completely without 
pesticides or fertiliser. The climate in our 
region is excellent for this purpose and 
farmers had been cultivating medicinal 
herbs here before. 

Since 2017 I have been running the 
farm with 110 hectares together with my 
brother. We started with 3 hectares. In 
the meantime, we cultivate 25 hectares 
according to organic standards, 10 more 
hectares are being converted at the mo-
ment. In Europe, this conversion phase 
takes three years. During this time no 
mineral fertiliser or other chemical prod-
ucts are used but the status “Organic” 
is not yet granted. After three years, you 
will get the status “Organic”.

How do you get the organic certifi-
cation seal in Serbia?
There are several agency-recognized 
certification companies. I for example 
co-operate with the subsidiary of a 
Dutch company. They accompany and 
assist you respectively control everything 
on site. First of all, you have to complete 
loads of forms and documents, for every 
step has to be documented. Even the 
seed has to be certified according to or-
ganic standard. And you have to specify 

which kind of tillage you carry out. Once 
or twice a year there is an official visit 
to take a look at everything respectively 
to check if the requirements are met. 
Logically, you are not allowed to use 
chemical products or mineral fertiliser. 
To supply the plants with nutrients, I 
therefore use small pellets to feed the 
bacteria in the soil. They in turn sup-
ply the herbs by transforming organic 
matter into plant food. These pellets 
are applied in autumn as the soil has to 
be slightly wet. This is the only way to 
achieve utmost efficiency. If you meet all 
requirements, you will get the certificate 
after approx. two to three months. But 
that’s not the end of it. I always say 
a certificate is a key that opens some 
doors. For if after the analysis pesticide 
residues are found, there is no chance 
to sell anything. We first carry out our 
own analysis, then send the samples to 
the customer who checks it again. If 
everything is ok, you can sell the prod-
uct with organic standard. 

01 02
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Which medicinal herbs do you culti-
vate, and which sectors do you main-
ly sell your products to?
Among others we grow chamomile, 
mint, balm as well as thyme or mari-
gold. Marigold is mainly sold to cosmet-
ics companies as it is ideal for creams etc. 
Moreover, we sell a lot of our products 
to customers that produce tea. Howev-
er, when I started in 2017, I originally 
wanted to mainly produce essential oils 
from the crops. But I quickly noticed that 
the produced quantities were too small 
to be exported. In Serbia, there is no big 
market for essential oils. 

By now, you are selling your own 
tea, aren’t you?
Yes, and I am very proud of it. So far, 
we have only been selling our tea in the 
domestic market in co-operation with 
some shops that sell organic products. 
Among others we provide thyme, balm, 
mint and chamomile in 20 g packs my 
wife designed with a great love for de-
tails. And the great thing is that you only 
need very few blossoms for one infusion. 
If you take one teaspoon, the tea will 
be too strong. This speaks in favour of 
our quality. With our 20 g pack you can 
brew five times more tea than with the 
tea bags from the supermarket. And we 
received the Serbian as well as the Eu-
ropean organic certificate for our herbal 
teas. We are still just getting started but 
I hope that we will be able to expand this 
line of business.

Can you describe the characteristics 
of your fields and the machines you 
use?
With a clay content of approx. 40 % 
our soils are very heavy. Thus, tillage is a 
challenge, and the soils are very sensitive 
when it is wet. But I found a solution. 
For when I started to work for  HORSCH 

I suddenly got insights into new cultiva-
tion possibilities. 

For primary tillage I use a Terrano 3 FX 
which is one of the most important ma-
chines on my farm. In addition, I have a 
Joker 3 CT as well as a subsoil loosener. 
This subsoil loosener is important, es-
pecially in years with a lot of rain. Soil 
compaction then is enormous because 
of the high clay share, and you have to 
guarantee the gas exchange. We have 
been working with the Terrano FX for 
quite some years and there no longer is a 
blue layer. But it still is necessary to loos-
en the subsoil every three to four years. 

What are the individual steps for pre-
paring the soil?
Before 2010 I only used a plough for 
tillage. But this takes really long – for one 
hectare it takes you at least two hours or 
more to turn the soil. With my Terrano  
3 FX which allows for an operational 
speed of 9 km/h I am much faster. This 
is definitely one of the main advantages 
of this machine.

In spring we start with a shallow pass 
with a seedbed cultivator. We need a very 
good soil with an extremely fine struc-
ture. For the seeds of medicinal herbs 
are very fine and small. The tillage pass 
with the Terrano FX provides the desired 
conditions. 

Some medicinal herbs remain on the 
fields for 4, 5 or 6 years, and there is no 
rotation. For the chamomile there is a 
rotation every year. We harvest it at the 
end of May, beginning of June to have 
enough time to sow other crops. After 
the harvest of the chamomile blossoms 

there are no major residues on the field, 
it is very easy to handle – one pass with 
the Joker 3 CT and the field more or less 
is ready for sowing.

In the first years I used an Express 
3 TD for sowing – the machine is ideal 
for our conditions. With the special me-
tering roller with 2.8 cm³ I was able to 
sow 200 g per hectare. Especially special 
herbs like thyme can be applied excel-
lently. The Express is easily adjustable and 
therefore ideal for this kind of herbs. The 
seed is placed about 1 cm deep into the 
soil. This is important as these crops do 
not emerge if they are placed too deeply. 
Especially for chamomile it is crucial to 
sow at the surface. The seeds are very 
small, require sunlight to emerge but also 
the capillarity respectively water from be-
low. Therefore, it is necessary to press the 
soil after it has been prepared in Septem-
ber. As our soils are very heavy, I compact 
them with the tractor tyres. The seeds 
then are placed into the tyre profile as 
they are then protected against the wind. 
In addition, capillarity is best here as it is 
the highest point of the consolidation. I 
already tried to sow with the Pronto, but 
the pressure was not enough.

Since last year I have also been using 
the Taro 6 SL for sowing. Previously, I 
prepared the surface with the Joker 3 CT. 
However, I quickly noticed that for our 
fields it was too large. This is why I now 
also ordered a Versa 3 KR. This machine 
allows for changing the row spacings in 
an uncomplicated way. For some of our 
crops we need 15 cm, for others 30 cm 
or 45 cm. Moreover, the rotary harrow 
in front of the seed units guarantees a 
very fine, good structure.

The high quality of our products is 
due to a combination of our good soils, 
the climate and the varietal selection. If 
there is more sun or if the weather is hot, 
the plant produces more oil to protect 
itself from drought and the sun.

What is the greatest challenge when 
growing medicinal herbs?
The biggest challenge for this kind of or-
ganic farming is the weed management 
as you are not allowed to use chemical 
products. It is not easy to remove weeds 
manually if there is not enough staff. In 
this respect, we face the same problem 
as other countries. This is why we use 
different harrows in spring like for ex-

01 Together with his brother Zeljko, Zoltan 
Kurunci among others cultivates chamomile.

02 In addition to chamomile and marigold, 
balm is also cultivated and is mainly sold 
as tea. In the meantime, Zoltan and his 
wife sell their own teas in the local organic 
supermarkets.

03 Since 2010 Zoltan Kurunci has been 
working for  HORSCH as the responsible sales 
manager for Serbia, Croatia and Slovenia. 
Together with his brother Zeljko he also runs a 
110 ha farm.

03
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ample our Cura. With the Cura I carry 
out the first tillage pass and then I drive 
over the fields every second or third day 
to remove the small plants. If it rains, 
we cannot work in the field. In this case, 
the weeds grow by up to 3-5 cm within 
a few days. If they are 5 cm high this 
usually means that the root, too, is 5 cm 
deep. You are no longer able to take it 
out with the harrow. We then have to do 
it manually. This takes a lot of time and 
ties up labour. Chamomile for example 
is normally sown in the middle of Octo-
ber so that the plant can develop until 
winter and a green carpet emerges. This 
reduces problems for it starts to grow on 
the first sunny days in February whereas 
the weeds still sleep – the latter normally 
emerge in the second half of March. The 
chamomile plant is so strong that is it 
very easy to handle.

Moreover, it is important to have 
some kind of buffer zone to protect one’s 
own crops if the neighbours use chemical 
products. I plant scrubs and bushes to 
shield my fields. 

These bushes surely need a certain 
height to provide an efficient pro-
tection?
At any rate, they should be higher than 
the cultivated crops. Among others I use 
a bush from Siberia that can grow to a 
height of approx. 1.5 m per year. The ob-
jective is to let them grow to a height of 
2 m. Of course, it is easier to protect the 
large lots than the small ones. Currently 
I have a field with 12 hectares and one 
with 9 hectares.

How do you harvest the herbs?
We harvest them with a special trailed 
harvester. Marigold partly is picked man-

ually, as you thus achieve a yield that is 
twice as high compared to harvesting 
with a machine. With a combine you 
can carry out three harvests at most as 
with this method the small blossoms 
are destroyed. This is the reason why 
everything we pick manually is sown with 
a row spacing of 45 cm. If the harvest is 
carried out with a combine, we use a row 
spacing of 15 cm. This is why the Versa 
is so ideal for our requirements as we are 
much more flexible. 

After the harvest, what happens 
with the herbs to prepare them for 
sales respectively shipment?
It depends on the respective plant. With 
the chamomile for example the first step 
is to separate the blossom from the re-
maining green elements like the leaves. 
After that the blossoms are put into a 
dryer. In this step, we have to be very 
careful as we want to keep the essen-
tial oil in the plant. Thus, the air tem-
pera ture during the drying process must 
not be higher than 42 to 43 degrees. 

In our case, the process takes between 
8 to 9 hours. Normally, the drying time 
amounts to 16 to 18 hours. It took a 
long optimisation process and a lot of 
sleepless nights until we managed to 
reduce the drying time. 

What are you doing differently?
There is not much leeway with regard to 
temperature – it has to be constant. But 
we noticed that every cubic metre of air 
absorbs a certain amount of moisture. So 
we exchange the air. However, you must 
not press too much air into the system as 
otherwise the material starts to fly. With 
this process you can bring two and a half 
times more air into the dryer and thus, 
the drying process can be shortened. 

After drying the chamomile is put 
into a machine that separates the heads 
from the stems. Then all the compo-
nents that are not required are sorted 
out manually by the employees. Final-
ly, everything is put into a wind tunnel 
where the chamomile blossoms can be 
separated according to their weight. 
Thus, you obtain two different grades. 
During this process some blossoms lose 
their pollen which, in my opinion, is the 
best part of the whole product. When I 
make tea at home, I never use the blos-
soms but the powder. Unfortunately, you 
do not get the best price on the market 
for this part of the plant.
Mint or balm are put into the dryer di-
rectly after the harvest, then the leaves 
are separated from the stems. The stems 
return to the fields as organic matter and 
the leaves are put on different kinds of 
vibrating tables to separate them into 
different fractions. For some customers 
want larger leaves, some want smaller 
ones. 

01 Zeljko Kurunci (right) is the farm manager. 
He willingly answers any questions about the 
cultivation strategy. In the photo he talks to 
a regional TV team that is preparing a report 
about the cultivation of medical herbs.

02 A blossoming field with marigold on Zoltan 
Kurunci’s farm. Marigold is mainly used in the 
cosmetics sector. 

01

02
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A COTTON FARMER  
IN FRANCE

There are a lot of  HORSCH employees who are active, spare-time farmers – also 
in France. Yohan De Wit for example has a farm in the South West of France. 
terra HORSCH talked to him about his two main pillars.

Y
ohan de Wit has to reconcile his two passions. As a 
technical support of the  HORSCH France sales team 
in the south of France he takes care of the machines, 
acts as a consultant and supports the agricultural 

machinery dealers in his sector. As the managing director of 
his company Jean Fil he deals with the production of cotton. 
This activity extends into the textile sector as this is where he 
is looking for customers and markets for the final products.

It surely is not always simple to switch from technology to 
polo shirts made of 100 % French cotton. “I try to not mix the 
two activites. You have to learn to clearly separate one thing 
from the other!“ Yohan de Wit emphasises.

But are the two activities really so far apart? “Due to my 
work for  HORSCH I meet farmers with the most different 
backgrounds. I learn to understand their problems and I am 
interested in the solutions they realise on their farms – with 
regard to machines but also to agronomic strategies. As far as 
my activity for Jean Fil is concerned, I, too remain connected 
to practical farming. I test rotations, new strategies and I try 
to convey a positive image of farming to the French society. 
Thus, I can use both areas of activity to tackle one problem: 
the changes in modern agriculture. The restrictions for the use 
of plant protection agents, the risks of the corn price in the 

market, the sales markets, soil health, the costs for agricultural 
operating material and energy, the public opinion – all these 
points have to be tackled. For me it works very well as I am 
open-minded and curious.”

A farmer’s son
Yohan de Wit was almost born with an enthusiasm for agri-
culture. His father and his uncle, arable and livestock farmers 
from the Netherlands, came to the southwest of France in 
1979. They took over a farm with 100 ha of cereals and 100 
ha of vineyards. Winegrowing was uncharted waters for them 
and they first had to learn the basics. In the second generation 
the farm was divided. Since that time Yohan’s brother-in-law 
and his brother take care of 60 ha of cereals and 60 ha of 
vineyards while Yohan’s father cultivates the remaining land. 

The farm is not very large. Thus, he has to find solutions to 
maximise profitability. Like many other farmers in the south-
west of France he decided to grow crops with an additional 
value: maize, beets and rape for seed multiplication as well 
as popcorn maize and green beans.

In total, it was not easy to leave his home country and work 
somewhere else. It is even more difficult for a farmer – the 
more so in an unknown sector like winegrowing. Thus, Yohan 

Farm report

The six grains that Samuel, 
Médéric and Yohan once 
planted in their garden as an 
experiment had already turned 
into a cultivated area of 14 ha 
in 2019.
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grew up in an environment full of entrepreneurial spirit. But 
what is Yohan‘s vision of farming?

Address the customer in this everyday 
life
Yohan de Wit tells us: “I always have thousands of ideas. 
But I was afraid to hurl myself into any adventures without 
a  backup. Moreover, it was clear to me that I did not want 
to work without my brother-in-law and my brother. We have 
been close friends since we were little and always comple-
mented each other. Médéric et Samuel are excellent arable 
farmers, my strong points are in the sectors communication 
and processing.”

And thus, one day the idea was born to grow cotton. 
“We acted on a simple assumption: What do the French 
do every day? First: they eat, second: they drink, third: they 
dress. As farmers we already deliver food, as winegrowers 
we also supply the drinks to go with it. What if we would 
also clothe them? This was the origin of the idea to cover 
the complete chain from the production of the cotton to the 
finished garment.”

The beginning was not easy. Especially as they were the 
only ones in the whole of France who dared to tackle such an 
idea. The first steps were the search for the optimum variety, 
the carrying out of plant tests, the search for certified, Euro-
pean cotton seed and then die conclusion of a contract with a 
seed producer where multiplication was forbidden. After one 
test year (2016 with six grains in the garden) the team made 
the jump in 2017 with 2 ha. In 2018, they already farmed 4 
ha and in 2019 even 14 ha.

“Of course, I am not going to reveal our production se-
crets“, the farmer says. “For we had to invest quite a lot of 
time and money to polish the rotation. Without jeopardising 
the cotton yields and the yields of the other crops, of course. 
We had to struggle with quite some initial difficulties. Now 
our focus is on making our investments profitable.”

The ultimate objective of this adventure is to create a prod-
uct that is 100 % made in France. “This really is our hearts‘ 
desire as France has a very long tradition in the cotton sector. In 

01 Yohan de Wit relies on his two passions: As a technical support 
of the  HORSCH France sales team he works in the south of France. In 
addition, he is the managing director of his company Jean Fil.

02 In 2021, harvest was difficult because of humidity and frost.

03 Médéric, Yohan and Samuel (from left to right) are childhood 
friends. In 2016, they founded the company Jean Fil to guarantee the 
sales of the cottom that is produced on the family farm.

04 The tests regarding seed, rotation and technology allowed for 
increasing the yield from 80 kg fibres per hectare  to 250 kg per hectare 
in four years.

05 Clothes in average cover a distance of 65,000 km before they are 
worn for the first time. A Jean Fil polo shirt only covers 2,400 km.
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France, we have all the technology and all the knowledge for 
spinning, dyeing and weaving. This must not be lost. We also 
want to create a connection between agriculture and indus-
try. The latter cannot exist without agriculture! People often 
forget that most of the raw materials come from the earth.”

Today the producers are very proud of their cotton from 
Gers: Within France the cotton covers approx. 2,400 km until 
it becomes a polo-shirt. Normally a t-shirt in average covers 
more than 65,000 km before it is worn for the first time. 
At the moment, Jean Fil, Yohan‘s, Médéric‘s  and Samuel’s 
company, produces 6,000 polo-shirts and t-shirts a year with 
a collection of ten different styles.

Necessary adaptions to climate 
changes
“I respect the decision of my professional colleagues who 
increasingly rely on organic farming. But that’s not my hobby-
horse. Society in France gets confused with regard to the qual-
ity of food and the global warming. Today, both objectives are 
very hard to achieve with organic farming. For this production 
method consumes a lot of diesel, normally cultivates the soil 
excessively, but does not use pesticides. Conservation farming, 
however, uses plant protection agents but carbon emission as 
well as soil erosion are considerably lower. The world is not 
black and white! You need a little bit of everything. A middle 
course between organic and conventional farming.“

“For me, the climate remains the most important topic. 
On our family farms we are starting to adapt our crops as 
we probably will have less and less water at our disposal. My 
opinion is based on the facts that we have been noticing on 
our farms since the 90s: There is a sea on our premises that 
30 years ago could irrigate both my father’s and my uncle’s 
farm. Today it is only enough for my uncle’s farm although the 
size has not changed. Due to the cultivation of cotton and the 
oceanic climate in the southwest of France we do not depend 
on irrigation on my father’s farm. There is enough rainfall for 
our crops. Moreover, cotton is extremely heat-resistant as it is 
rather grown in low-moisture countries: the south of Spain, 
Portugal, Uzbekistan. Cotton is sown in spring as soon as the 
soil temperature allows for it. Harvest 
is carried out in November/Decem-
ber. The biggest problem of cotton 
are the insects. Especially the brown 
bugs that are slightly smaller than a 
normal bug and place their larvae in 
the cotton. The larvae move into the 
fruit and make it rot. Though there 
are small losses, we put up with 
them as there are a lot of other 
insects living in the cotton. And 
we do not want to affect those. 
And moreover, there still isn’t an 
authorised agent.”

“It took us four years to 
achieve satisfactory yields. We 
started with 80 kg of fibres 
per hectare. In 2020, the yield 
amounted to 250 kg. Howev-

er, cotton yield considerably depends on the weather. Every 
year harvest is a close call: The warmer and dryer the weather 
the more comfortable is the plant. This year for example the 
harvest was very difficult because of rain and frost. We hope 
that we can save the harvest to store it.“

The three farmers also try to improve their carbon balance 
with conservation farming. They discuss and exchange expe-
riences with other farmers. “It is not only about communi-
cation but also about a certain mindset. The climate change 
is a fact that cannot simply be ignored. At the moment we 
are working on a simple rotation and with cover crops. After 
the wheat or barley harvest we grow forage sorghum. Into 
this sorghum we sow beans which are broken down with a 
cultivator in September/October. If the conditions change, if 
the government fixes that the farmers have to store carbon, 
we have to be ready and get our strategy going as soon as 
possible. The objective is to improve the quality of our soils. 
This what I believe in!“ 

To optimise the use of plant protection agents, the farms 
invested in a  HORSCH Leeb LT. They were convinced by the 
option to spray with a 25 cm nozzle spacing and by the 
boom control system as the slopes in the Gers area often 
have slopes of 20 %.

Adaption to the agitated times
“We decided to process a little bit less cotton in 

2020 and 2021. Given the Corona situation it seemed 
sensible to store the raw material to be better able to 
judge how the consumer will behave. A brand does 
not only develop with the number of sold products! 
An optimisation phase is also part of it. And we are 
just right in the middle of such a phase. We want to 
reduce the number of cultivated land in the future 
to achieve the removal of the yield ceiling. We are 
looking for a new technical strategy to increase our 
production capacity for French cotton even further. 
The demand for it is still strong and unbroken 
despite the worldwide conflicts and the Covid19 
pandemic.” 

04
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AutoStore – robots in 
logistics 

Since April 2022 robots have been supporting the parts supply for the produc-
tion department in the  HORSCH Forest Factory. Alois Schneider and Johannes 
Mader describe how the system works.

terra HORSCH: What is AutoStore? What is it used for? 
Johannes Mader: It is a cube-based storage and picking 
system that can perfectly be integrated in smaller halls. It is 
no traditional rack system with tracks in the middle. Thus, we 
do not need complex high-rack storage solutions or additional 
halls, but we can provide more storage capacity in a small, 
already existing space. The storage containers, so-called bins, 
are stacked beside and on top of each other. Robots move 
on rails above the cubical-shaped storage system, remove 
the bins and take them to the picking point. The system is 
used to supply the production department with small parts. 
Previously, they were mainly stored in pallets in high racks. 
It was laborious to remove the parts as you always needed a 
driver with a forklift truck. Now a robot can move the small 
bins automatically and autonomously.

How does the removal work? What are the advantages?
Alois Schneider: If we need small parts, we do not have to 
take the whole pallet off the rack, but the plastic bin is taken 
to the picking point by a robot so that you can quickly take 
out the small parts. The robot removes the required bins by 
means of lifting straps and a gripper plate. In total, there are 
22,000 bins in our system. In every bin we can store small 
parts up to a weight of 30 kg. 

To remove one of the lower bins, it is systematically “dug 
out” – the process is really called this – by the robots. This 
means: one of the robots moves on the rails until it gets to 
the respective location, takes the top bin out and puts it 
elsewhere. The robot continues to do this until the desired 
bin has been dug out. The result is a natural sorting order 
according to the removal frequency of the individual material 
numbers. Parts that are rarely used move downwards, parts 
that are required often are stored at the top. The process is 
simple: newly stored bins or bins that return from picking are 
always stored right on the top of the stacks. 

We have six so-called ports installed in our AutoStore 
storage. These are the spots where goods can be removed or 
stored. The advantage is that we can quite quickly access the 
parts as the robots can deliver a new bin every ten seconds.

What are the special advantages?
Johannes Mader: The biggest benefit is that we can speed 
up the small parts supply for the assembly lines and do no 
longer have to move the whole bunch of parts. Moreover, the 
picking distances an employee had to cover to get to the right 
storage location has been eliminated. This storage location, i.e. 
the bin, now is taken directly to the respective workstation.
Alois Schneider: After a running-in period of eight weeks, 
we now handle approx. 100 positions per hour and port. I.e. 
on average it takes us approx. half a minute to take out one 
position. Due to another optimisation, we can increase the 
output even further.

One of the advantages of the AutoStore system is that you 
can quite easily increase the number of robots. The storage 
area, too, can be extended quickly and cost-efficiently with-
out interrupting the running system. Thus, in the future, we 
can react to the requirements of our production department 
flexibly and at short notice. 

Johannes Mader (le.) and Alois Schneider (ri.) in the logistics hall in 
Schwandorf. This is where the new AutoStore system has been located 
since April 2022. 

Scan the code to see how  
AutoStore works.
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FOCUS ON  HORSCH
by Anders Niléhn

With a growth rate of 20 percent a year,  HORSCH has quickly become the sec-
ond largest brand within Swedish Agro Machinery. The plant protection sprayers 
have established themselves in the Swedish market in no time at all. There also 
is a strong sales focus on seed drills and cultivators. 

S
wedish Agro Machinery has sold its hundredth 
 HORSCH sprayer. That’s very good going, considering 
that the Swedish market for plant protection sprayers 
is not exactly enormous, and that Swedish Agro Ma-

chinery only began selling  HORSCH products in June 2017.  
“When farming professionals are considering investing in a 
new sprayer,  HORSCH is always a serious contender. These 
days a lot of the marketing for their machines is word-of-
mouth. For Swedish farmers make high demands on excel-
lent technology,” says Hasse Ripa, CEO of Swedish Agro 
Machinery. 

As regards  HORSCH’s other products, seed drills and 
cultivators are now the primary focus of marketing activities 
to increase sales. “Our target group are professional arable 
farms who need highly efficient machines and make high 
demands on work quality. This is why our sales are greatest 
in the more agriculturally intensive areas of Sweden,” says 
Gustaf Thuresson, Product Manager Implements at Swedish 
Agro Machinery. About 3 million hectare – less than one tenth 

of the total area of Sweden – is used for farming. The most 
intense farming area is in Central and South Sweden. The 
Scania region where the company headquarters of Swedish 
Agro is located is the centre of the Swedish food production. 
Cereals – mainly barley, wheat and oats – are grown on more 
than 40% of the arable land. The plains of South and Central 
Sweden mainly produce bread wheat. Feed grain cultivation 
increases in the northern direction. Oilseeds mainly grow in 
South and Central Sweden, sugar beet only grows in the most 
southern parts of the country. Potatoes are grown everywhere.

This year the company will be exhibiting its imple-
ments at Borgeby Fältdagar and Brunnby Lantbruk-
ardagar. The practical demonstrations that take place at 
these outdoor events are the perfect way to present the 
machines not only at the stand but also live in the field.  
The  HORSCH Roadshow, too, stopped in Sweden – and 
quite successfully so. 1000 visitors benefitted from the 
three days to see the  HORSCH innovations live in the field. 
“The feedback was extremely positive, and we had a lot of 

Today’s farmers know 
their stuff and won’t 
settle for anything 
less than high quality 
that really delivers. 
 HORSCH and Swed-
ish Agro Machin-
ery only produce 
premium products 
and maintain a close 
contact with custom-
ers before, during 
and after a sale. 

From the left: 
Hasse Ripa, CEO, 
Christer Areskough, 
oversees service 
and support for the 
 HORSCH machines, 
Daniel Andersson, 
Product Manager 
for  HORSCH, and 
Gustaf Thuresson, 
Product Manager 
Implements.  
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new contacts which we are now following up,” says Daniel 
Andersson,  HORSCH’s Product Manager at Swedish Agro 
Machinery. “We also run demonstrations of our own on 
farms and do a great deal of work through social media 
to inform people of our machines and what we’re doing.” 
Larger working widths

“Our customers in Sweden mainly are large farms. In the 
seed drill sector for example we almost only sell machines with 
a working width from 6 m,” comments Daniel Andersson. 
He says that  HORSCH is a good fit in the overall company 
structure, since it occupies a niche which doesn’t conflict with 
Swedish Agro Machinery’s other brands. 

Swedish Ago Machinery and  HORSCH have a lot in com-
mon. Both are young, both are determined to be at the cutting 
edge, and both have a focus on premium products.“ We 
completely identify with the  HORSCH philosophy. We don’t 
deal in low-budget alternatives, since we specifically market 
machines to a professional clientele, and  HORSCH fits this 
profile perfectly,” Hasse Ripa explains.

Parent company from Denmark
Swedish Agro Machinery was founded in 2016 as a direct result 
of the rights to market the German firm Claas becoming availa-
ble. In 2012, the farming cooperative Danish Agro made plans 
to enter the farm machinery business, and purchased the Finn-
ish company Hankkija the following year. Shortly afterwards it 
established a presence in the Czech Republic and in Poland, with 
a vision to establishing machine dealerships around the Baltic.  
When Lantmännen Maskin stopped marketing Claas in 
Sweden in 2015, discussions ensued between the German 
machine manufacturer and Danish Agro, and a workable 
arrangement was soon agreed. In 2016 Danish Agro found-
ed farm machinery companies in the three Nordic countries 
Sweden, Denmark and Norway. Today Danish Agro is Claas’s 
single largest customer, and last year the combined turnover 
for farm machinery was € 759 million last year, an 18 percent 
increase on 2020. 

Things are moving on a pace in Sweden too. Swedish 
Agro Machinery had a turnover of 920 million SEK (about 

01 Swedish Agro Machinery’s completely 
new, purpose-built buildings, featuring a 
showroom, a workshop, a parts depot and 
offices. 

02 Swedish Agro Machinery’s HQ in Skurup 
in Scania, includes a large, modern parts 
depot.

01 02
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86 million Euro) last year, an increase of 24 percent over the 
previous year. The company’s headquarters in Skurup in Scania 
houses a large and modern parts depot. Today Swedish Agro 
Machinery has 150 employees, of which 97 work in the ser-
vice department, 30 in sales, with the remainder filling back 
office roles. In addition to this Swedish Agro Machinery has 
15 other facilities in strategic locations around the country, 
and 9 service partners. 

Large distances
“Sweden is a country of large distances – the extension from 
north to south amounts to 1572 km and to 499 km from east 
to west. There are large forest areas in between. Just to get an 
idea of the distances: The distance between Trelleborg in the 
south of the country to the northern end of Sweden is almost 
the same as the distance between Trelleborg and Naples in Ita-
ly. Moreover, the conditions vary greatly between the regions: 
in the cool north the vegetation period amounts to less than 
120 days compared to 240 days in the most southern part of 
Sweden. With our big service team, we are well prepared for 
these conditions. We have the facilities we need, and with 
our mobile service units we reach our customers in the whole 
of Sweden,” says Hasse Ripa. “Our technicians are trained 
intensely by our internal training team. They are real product 
specialists. There are regular trainings to expand their skills 
and knowledge continuously.”

There were initial complaints about poor coverage, but 
that is no longer the case. Farmers understand that it is bet-
ter if competence is concentrated to a few larger dealerships 
than spread out thinly over a lot of smaller ones. The level 
of competence at the facilities is extremely important in this 
day and age of technically advanced agricultural machinery, 
when farmers place high demands 
on functionality and performance.  
Both Swedish Agro Machinery and 
 HORSCH have clear objectives when 
it comes to providing customers with 
first class support and service, and the 
two have many different programmes 
in place to achieve this. 

The company will continue to 
grow, but now completely organical-
ly. “We’re looking to employ at least 
another 10 service technicians and 
a handful of sales professionals, but 
currently we have all the brands we 
need.” 

Direct line to the 
customer
Close customer contact is important to 
Swedish Agro Machinery. Internal train-
ing sessions are organized for sales per-
sonnel and technicians, but large train-
ing sessions for customers are avoided.  
“We provide an intensive training to 
each customer on the delivery of a new 
machine,” explains Daniel Andersson. 

“Apart from that we attach great importance to the fact that 
our employees are trained excellently. They are a competent 
contact for the farmers for any questions and problems.”

 HORSCH manufactures state-of-the-art machin-
ery which relies heavily on electronics, for exam-
ple the new system  HorschConnect. This is technolo-
gy that allows a service technician to view the screen in 
the tractor cab remotely in order to assist the driver.  
“A lot of problems are actually operating errors which 
can be swiftly corrected with the right knowledge,” says 
Christer Areskoug, who is responsible for service and sup-
port for  HORSCH machines at Swedish Agro Machinery.  
This year they started a new service called HotLine. With this new 
service the support team at the company is on call, so that farm-
ers can contact them and receive assistance with machine set-
tings in the field, without technicians having to make a field call.  
The drive towards larger agricultural units is an advantage 
for both  HORSCH and Swedish Agro Machinery.  HORSCH’s 
machinery is sophisticated and cannot be purchased online. 
“A basic configuration can be done via the website, which is 
a good thing, because it means that the customers have done 
their homework before they meet the salesman. There are a 
lot of decisions that need to be made, and the final ones have 
to involve the customer and the salesman working together,” 
explains Gustaf Thuresson. At Swedish Agro Machinery there 
is a conviction that  HORSCH, is a brand with great potential, 
and that sales will continue to increase steadily, year on year.

New trends
One reason for the excellent market development is that 
 HORSCH continues to adapt to changing conditions and 

emerging trends. The manufacturer for 
example intensely focused on hoeing 
and harrowing technology and has 
already launched two new products. 
There is a demand for such a technol-
ogy as it is to be expected that the use 
of chemical plant protection agents 
will have to be reduced. Thus, there 
is an increasing interest, also in Swe-
den, in new solutions for weed con-
trol. And according to Swedish Agro, 
the sector of autonomous agricultural 
machines might also be interesting for 
the  Swedish market. 

Roughly 3 million hectares (7.5 million 
acres) of land are farmed in Sweden half 
of which is used for growing forage. The 
most common cereal crop is wheat, fol-
lowed by barley. 

In Sweden there are approximately 
65,000 farms, but some of these have as 
few as 2 hectares (5 acres) of arable land. 
The number of farms from which one 
person can make a living is only 25,000. 
Sweden is a long, narrow country stretch-
ing from north to south, with greatly vary-
ing conditions for agriculture. 

In the south many farms concentrate on 
sugar beet and other speciality crops, 
while forage and cereals are more com-
mon the further north one goes. Many 
Swedish farmers combine agriculture with 
forestry. 

Sweden is self-sufficient in cereal crops, 
dairy produce and sugar. With regards to 
other food the situation varies enormous-
ly; for example, the country only produces 
70 percent of the meat it consumes.

Size rationalisation has proceeded swift-
ly in Sweden over the last few decades, a 
process which has produced a number of 
very large farms within both livestock and 
crop production. They exist side by side 
with what are sometimes called hobby 
farms, where the owners get their main 
income from some other form of employ-
ment and run the farm as a side-line. 

Service & Sales
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Tests with soya
Soya cultivation in Germany is constantly increasing. Especially in the south, it 
grows particularly well. Three years ago,  HORSCH started to carry out tests in 
Schwandorf to get practical experience and to improve the cultivation methods. 
Read more about what happened last year, which findings they obtained and 
which topics and tests are dealt with this year.

This season, among others differ-
ent varieties and different agro-
nomic aspects like sowing depth, 
nutrient and micronutrient fertil-

isation, row widths, possibilities of me-
chanical weed control etc. are examined. 
In June 2022 the population looked very 
good. “In our first year, emergence was 
bad because it was too dry at the time 
of sowing, and we sowed too early (mid-
April). In the second year there was a lot 
of damage caused by rabbits and we 
had to fence in the fields. The start of 
the last test year, too, was not perfect 
as spring again was cold and wet. And 
a little erosion was co-responsible for 
an irregular and delayed youth develop-
ment”, remembers Josef Stangl. Though 
soya basically is an uncomplicated crop. 
However, soybeans strongly depend on 
certain parameters. A safe water supply, 
especially between blossom and the fill-

ing of the grains, is required to achieve 
satisfactory results. Another prerequisite 
for a successful cultivation of soja is the 
success of the inoculation. 

INOCULATION
Last year, the focus of the tests was 
on inoculation to achieve an optimum 
formation of rhizobia. It is an essential 
measure to make sure that soya can tap 
its full economic yield potential. As the 
Bradyrhizobium varieties that establish a 
symbiosis only with the soybean normally 
do not occur naturally in our soils, a seed 
inoculation is important so that the nod-
ules establish at the root and supply the 
plant with atmospheric nitrogen.

What do bacteria need? This was the 
question the main focus was on. Among 
others we tested different micronutrients 
that are produced by bacteria: molybde-
num, zinc, cobalt but also sulphur and 

sugar. “We tested if the bacteria quantity 
has to be adapted for a better and safe 
inoculation. In addition, we sprayed cola 
into the seed furrow. Another test was to 
place the inoculum on a carrier and mix 
it with the beans only in the seed furrow. 
What we definitely noticed, is that the 
effect became insecure the further away 
from the seed the rhizobia were located. 
To spray the inoculum only superficially, 
e.g. with the pre-emergence herbicide, 
had the worst effect. The survival rates 
of bacteria for seeds that were inoculat-
ed several weeks before sowing, were 
insecure, too. 

It is optimal if the inoculation is 
spread evenly and is not exposed to 
sunlight for a long time, if the grains 
are well embedded and if the bacteria 
immediately have humidity at their dis-
posal. It basically is advantageous for 
the establishment of rhizobia if you sow 
immediately after the inoculation.

With regard to the tests with double 
and single inoculations we noticed little 
respectively no significant differences. If 
the conditions for the bacteria are not 
optimum, more bacteria can compensate 
for this on a limited scale. If the inocu-
lation was ok and if the conditions in 
the soil are good, a double inoculation 
is not required. The same is true for the 
treatment with sugar. “The sugar did 
not improve the fixing performance”, 
Josef Stangl confirms. “The rooting was 
minimally better, but this can probably be 
attributed to the phosphor and the gen-
eral change of the environment caused 
by the cola.”

NUTRIENTS AND FERTILISER
With regard to the analysis of the fer-
tiliser tests the observations were more 
tangible. Potassium and phosphor for 
example were placed at the seed with 

01
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underground fertilisation, widely spread 
and the quantities varied, too. “We 
know that potassium is generally impor-
tant for legumes, and for soybeans, too, 
we noticed a positive influence on the 
yield”, Josef Stangl says. The same is true 
for phosphor. PPF fertilisation, i.e. the 
placement of fertiliser separately from 
the seed a little bit below the seed grain, 
resulted in a significantly better (side) 
root development of the tap-root. How-
ever, this was not reflected in the yield. 
I.e.: the lots evidently were stronger and 
grew better, but there was no noticeable 
result with regard to the yield. The reason 
may be that the conditions at the time 
of maturation were not optimum and 
therefore everything finally still matured 
prematurely at a relatively high yield level 
(4.2 t/ha). In total, we sowed rather late 
this year respectively we lacked vegeta-
tion time. As of the second week of May 
conditions are rather suboptimal for 000 
varieties. We are now trying to start with 
soybeans after the maize seed.”

Moreover, we experimented with leaf 
fertilisers (Yara Vita Raps Pro, Biotrac, bo-
ron/molybdenum, urea, Epsom salts, …). 
The fields partly developed significantly 
more intense colours. However, we only 
noticed a positive influence on the col-
our of the leaves but not on the yields. 
“Our yields were only a little bit higher. 
But it is an excellent possibility to soothe 
the herbicide stress of after-emergence 
variants.” After the second year with leaf 
fertilisation tests, we can summarise that 
especially stress situations in connection 
with herbicides or water/temperature 
can be soothed.

VARIETY TESTS AND SITE 
REQUIREMENTS 
The timely maturation is important with 
regard to the choice of the seed. It pre-

01 The test showed that with leaf fertilisa-
tion especially stress situations in connection 
with herbicides or water/temperature can be 
soothed.

02 For three years,  HORSCH has been carrying 
out tests with regard to the cultivation of 
soybeans.

03 Inoculation favours an optimum rhizobium 
formation.

viously roughly determines yield output 
and the compensation capacity. During 
the  HORSCH variety test we compared 
00 and 000 varieties as well as early and 
late varieties with the groups. Sowing 
densities from 35 to 75 grains/m² were 
tested, the individual plant development 
was evaluated and the pod formation 
as well as the pod height and the total 
plant mass were determined. We exam-
ined how the different varieties branch 
out, how they react to small seed re-
spectively worse emergence and how 
compensation-capable they are. We also 
checked how quick and how even they 
mature and how fast they pass through 
the youth stage.

According to Josef Stangl, the result 
were enormous differences with regard 
to population development and matura-
tion. “In this first cool spring, we noticed 
that for example the variety ES Mentor 
takes more time in the youth stage but 
then branches out excellently and finally 
seems to be robust and stress-tolerant. 
Other varieties grow more quickly in the 
youth stage, however, they were not so 
capable of compensation. But we only 
noticed this in the small seed tests. In this 
case, the population density is important. 
Due to the better branching in case of 
small seed, the cultivation of 00 varieties 
is less risky – provided that the climatic 
regions fits. Of course, with this varieties 
you need some luck in our region, too 
– soybeans prefer light, sunny sites or 

south-facing slopes. 000 varieties, i.e. 
the very early varieties, are the limit for 
a halfway safe cultivation in our regions 
in “normal” years.” (We are located in a 
grain maize region, grade 240).

Soybeans originally come from 
warmer regions and thus prefer soils that 
warm up easily. In total, the tap-roots of 
the soybean like rather loose soils but can 
better cope with compact soils than for 
example maize. On light sites, the grain 
embedding often is better. Crusts are 
rarer. “If you have soils that are prone to 
crusts and if on silt and clay soils there 
is the risk of silting, I would try single 
grain sowing – regardless of the yield 
advantages and disadvantages.” Howev-
er, single grain sowing is not required in 
general. The soil surface has to be loose 
so that the seed grain can pull itself out 
completely during the epigeous germina-
tion with normal sowing depths of 3-4 
cm as well as with possible 7 cm. This 
means: With regard to the tractor, even 
in case of wet soil conditions you should 
rely on a smaller tractor as it is lighter. 
All-over soil crusts that resulted from the 
rainfall in spring are an important issue 

02

03
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for soya in the third year consecutively. 
Good emergence significantly depends 
on the fact that you can avoid or remove 
these crusts. In this respect, single grain 
sowing has its advantages. “One single 
grain has to break the soil alone. If you 
have several seed grains relatively close 
together in one furrow, they sort of form 
a team to break one big furrow.” For 
the yield itself, there are other factors 
that play a more important role. If there 
is enough water at the time of or after 
the bloom in July does not always only 
depend on the rainfall. In case of a bad 
soil structure the then cramped and lim-
ited roots do not reach all parts of the 
soils and water (and nutrients) remains 
unused. Weeds, too – especially orache 
– cannot be tolerated. The competition 
for water and space is too fierce. This is 
why the pre-emergence herbicide has to 
be applied optimally. Agents that might 
cause phytotoxical reactions (Pendime-
thalin or Metribuzin in sensitive varie-
ties like e,g. ES Mentor) require a sound 
placement accuracy and see to it that 
you always have to keep an eye on the 
weather forecast.”

It makes sense to use a harrow to 
break the crusts. However, you should 
thoroughly deliberate about whether 
the destroyed herbicide film might cause 
problems later on. One hoeing pass 
shortly before the rows close (for a row 
width of 50 cm usually at the beginning 
of the bloom) often is the most secure 
and most efficient solution. Problem 
weeds that with the existing herbicide 
range often cannot be fought efficiently 
(thistle, horsetail, bindweed) are pulled 
out, the crust is broken and the weeds 
that germinate afterwards are covered 
by the population. As the plant loses leaf 
mass after the bloom, you have to keep 
an eye on the subsequent weed infes-
tation on fields that tend to be weedy.  

ROW WIDTHS AND SOWING 
DEPTH
“We observed that the 00 varieties dis-
pose of more vegetation time and thus, 
of more time for branching than the early 
mature 000 varieties. This influences the 
seed rate and the row spacing. The lower 
limit for seed rates is reached faster with 
000 varieties. In practice, in Bavaria we 
work with row spacings of 15 to 50 cm“, 
Josef Stangl summarises. “For varieties 

with a low branching performance and 
for soils that are not prone to silting you 
should reconsider the wide row spacings 
as weed infestation and subsequent in-
festation might become an issue. Espe-
cially chamomile, burdock etc. have to 
be taken into account in case of gaps.”

Soya is a sensitive bean and has to 
be treated with care to avoid influenc-
ing the germination capacity negatively. 
This applies to storage, transport and, 
of course, to the metering in the seed 
drill. “For the  HORSCH metering units 
we have appropriate rotors which cause 
as little mechanical stress for the seed as 
possible“, Josef Stangl explains. Here it 
pays off to take a look into the operating 
manual of the machine.

“As this year rain has not been fore-
seeable, we placed the seed at a depth 
of approx. 5 cm into the capillary wa-
ter-bearing layer. Especially when you 
are sowing early, you should not place 
the seed too deeply as it needs heat. It 
is better to achieve the water contact 
by means of a good consolidation. If 
the germination horizon was wet, we 
placed the soya grains at a depth of 3 
cm.” However, it is important to level the 
fields in autumn so that threshing works 
more smoothly. Threshing only a few 
centimetres higher might already result 
in yield losses tine of 5 to 10%. “We 
recommend that you make one more 
pass in autumn with a levelling tine tool 

and rely on a catch crop that can easily 
be removed in spring. Hardy catch crops 
and nitrogen collectors are not required. 
It is not about achieving high amounts of 
nitrogen in the sowing year, but on our 
test fields a small starter input of 30 kg 
ammonia nitrogen at the time of sowing 
had a positive effect on the yield. Even if 
the application depends on the regional 
legislation, the nitrogen balance should 
only be covered minerally should it be 
absolutely necessary. (der grün markierte 
Part kann bei Platzmangel gestrichen 
werden) If there is a high nutrient supply 
in the soil, the economically required 
nodule fixation will be reduced because 
of the higher effort for the plant. Grain 
maize fields are ideal for a following 
soya crop due to the nitrogen-consum-
ing straw. The remaining nutrients after 
the soybean, however, should not be 
overestimated especially if the soya yields 
were very high. The soil structure mostly 
is good, the remaining nitrogen content 
often is disappointing as the harvested 
crop extracts a lot of nitrogen. After field 
beans or peas, there is considerably more 
nitrogen available. 

SUMMARY
Soya is an uncomplicated crop. It excel-
lently compensates the yield parameters 
population density, number of pods/
grains and TSW but requires much wa-
ter and makes high demands on sowing. 
Painted ladies that appear occasionally 
or leaf diseases have been rather rare so 
far. “Our conclusion after three years of 
intensive tests: Sowing and the previous 
inoculation are the biggest challenges. If 
those two points are not optimum, there 
will be losses. Moreover, I place big hopes 
in breeding. Early mature varieties with 
a good compensation capacity and sta-
ble yields will soon push the cultivation 
border for soybeans further towards the 
north”, Josef Stangl summarises. 

The tap-roots of the soybeans 
prefer rather loose soil.
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HORSCH Transformer VF - precise and solid hoeing technology with 6, 9, 12 and 18 m working width. HORSCH.COM

CARE FOR THE CROPS - HIGHLY PRECISE AND EFFICIENT: TRANSFORMER VF

Scan code for more information

― Compact design due to integrated side slide frame with a movement of 450 mm

― Row spacings from 15 to 80 cm due to variable design and inside clamping at the frame

― Optional distribution system for fertiliser or underseeds either on or at the plant row

― Automatic individual row lifting RowLift

― Option: hydraulically adjustable downforce pressure of the units from the cabin

TOGETHER FOR A HEALTHY AGRICULTURE.
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PREPARE THE SOIL WITH A TECHNOLOGY THAT 
CREATES VALUES AND TRUST.
We share our knowledge and our ideas for an agriculture that is economically successful and 
contributes to a healthier climate on our earth. Due to our innovative tillage solutions, 
we maintain water resources, reduce evaporation and erosion. Thus, we do not only protect 
the productivity of agriculture but also strengthen the trust in it. HORSCH.COM

TOGETHER FOR A HEALTHY AGRICULTURE.


